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Introduction to Sguare-Enix, Final Fantasy XI ® Tetra
Master™ and PlayOnl ine ™
Square-Enix:

Square-En ix, two of the video game industry's leading companies, Square
Co., Ltd. And Enix Corporation, Merged to form a new company. Square-Enix
develops, publishes and distributes entertainment contents including interactive
entertainment software and publications in Japan, North America, Europe and
Asia. Square Enix brings two of Japan's best selling franchises Final Fantasy®
and Dragon Quest together. Both companies are known pioneers in the
computer Role-Playing Genre. Square-Enix will continue to push the boundaries
of computer entertainment creativity along with challenging itself to become the
leader in entertainment content provider.
PlayOnline™:

PlayOnline ™ is designed to provide a wide range services and
entertainment, initially lead by Final Fantasy® XI, the first in the series to be a full
fledge network role-playing game. PlayOnline ™ will be the system key to
providing the most cutting edge online games, online entertainment and online
communication available. PlayOnline ™ will provide a new form of excitement.
Final Fantasy XI®:

Final Fantasy® has been one of the most popular fantasy genre computer
games of all time. With several sequels developed and sold worldwide Final
Fantasy® has finally emerged to a massive multiplayer online universe. Final
Fantasy® is a world combined with technology and magic, where good and evil
will battle for dominance.
Tetra Master™:

Tetra Master™ is a strategy card game that involves over a hundred
different cards. The card game it's self involves two players taking turns placing
cards onto a grid and trying to capture the other player's cards. This grid is 4x4,
with anywhere from 0 to 7 spaces being randomly covered before the game
begins. The winner of the round is awarded one of their opponent's cards.
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1.0 Customer Service Skills
Introduction
The purpose of this manual is to train and educate all Customer Service Representatives in
several different topics of customer service. When finished, Game Masters should be able to
handle all forms of calls in a fast, efficient and friendly manner.

Quality Customer Relations
1.1 Introduction
In the customer support industry, there are unparalleled opportunities for gaining a
competitive advantage through service excellence. In order to achieve this, every
Customer Service Representative must set customer satisfaction as his or her first
priority, and have the knowledge and skill necessary to make it a reality. The purpose of
this training program is to provide you with this knowledge and skill. The goal of this
document is to influence customer transactions by providing consistent, high quality
customer satisfaction by meeting or exceeding customer expectations. Objectives are to
raise awareness about what quality customer relations really mean and how to provide it.
Also, to build confidence and pride in dealing with and handling customers.

1.2 What is a customer
A customer is not an outsider to our business they are our reason for being here.
A customer is not an interruption of our work they are the purpose of it. We are not
doing them a favor. They are doing us a favor by letting us serve them.
A customer is not a cold statistic...they are a f1esh-and-blood human being with feelings
and emotions like our own.
A customer is not someone to argue or match wits with ... they deserve courteous,
attentive, and empathetic treatment.
A customer is not dependant on us... we are dependent on them.
A customer is there to be served, not just tolerated. It is our job to handle them properly
and profitably, both for their sake and for our own.
A customer is why we have our business.
A customer is the most important person to our business!

1.3 Basic skills
Appreciating
Use when you want to let the customer know YOU appreciate something they have
done (i.e. their patience, waiting, etc... )

Affirming
Use when you want to let the customer know you agree with their choice of decision.
("Yes sir, choosing a six month subscription will be more cost efficient")

Acknowledging
Use when you want to let the customer know you are aware of their presence. ("Yes
Sir" "Go on", etc while listening to the customer)
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Assuring
Use when you want to let the customer know their concerns will be taken care of.
("Your account will be cancelled immediately sir").

1.4 Active Listening
Active listening makes the customer aware that you are listening to their issues and your
concern for them shows.

Empathizing:
Some common phrases to show empathy:
I understand your concern
I recognize that you are very upset about this
I sense your frustration
I see why you are worried
I hear what you are saying
I can certainly understand how you feel
I understand why you'd be confused
I can understand how irritating that can be

Exaggerated Empathy:
Should be used only where appropriate. An irate caller very upset about their issue
may appreciate your exaggerated empathy:
.
Oh no!
That's Terrible!
Really?
Oh that's awful!
That is just unbelievable!

Selective Agreement:
When you agree with what the customer is saying, you can let them know. Here are
some examples:
That's true.
You're right.
Absolutely
Definitely
Without a doubt.
If you agree in principle with what the customer is saying, you can let them know.
Here are some examples:
You have a point there.
There's some truth to that.
I see your point.
It must seem that way to you
You have every right to believe that
I can understand how you would see it that way
It's hard to argue with that
I know some people who would agree with that.
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1.5 Common Call Techniques
Before you answer any call
Be prepared both mentally and physically
Whenever possible, prepare any materials you will need to effectively handle each
call, which includes all tools necessary.

Greeting Professionally
Friendly Greeting - "Greetings, Player name. Thank you for contacting PlayOnline™
In-Game Support. This is GM
How can I help you? "
Be certain to identify yourself in the greeting.
Use the character name in greeting.
Invitation to move forward, explain the issue.

Putting the customer on hold
Politely ask permission to put the caller on hold
Check back often, informing the customer that you are still with them, working on
their issue at least every 2 minutes.
Say "Thank you for holding".

Exiting the Call
Ask if we have been able to resolve their issue completely.
Ask if there is anything else they may need assistance with.
Exit at the personal level ("Thank you <character name>, have a great day!" etc.)

1.6 Summary
Keeping a good attitude, friendly countenance and helpful style will leave the customer's
needs fulfilled. Even when you can't help the customer with his specific needs (in game
issue, etc.) you can still leave them feeling like they received professional, courteous
help.

2.0 PlayOnline™
2.1 Terminology:
PlayOnline™ -this is the launch pad for all Square-Enix online games
PoL -Abbreviation for PlayOnline ™
Square-Enix -The parent company
PlayOnline™ 10 - The 10 used for any of the services of PlayOnline™.
Content IDs -to make a new character, you must purchase them from
PlayOnline TM. Each Content Ids costs you $1.00 and an additional $1.00
per night. This will be added to your monthly fees.
Navigator - Trlis is used to access your mail, the POL viewer and any
screen shots you may have taken.
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2.2 System Requirements:

PlavStation 2 Version
PlayStation 2 Console
PlayStation 2 Analog Controller
PlayStation 2 Hard Drive
PlayStation 2 Network Adapter
PlayStation 2 Compatible Keyboard/USB Keyboard
Internet service
Xbox 360 Version
Xbox 360 Console
Xbox 360 Analog Controller
Xbox 360 Compatible Keyboard/USB Keyboard
Internet Service
PC Version -Minimum Requirements
as: Microsoft Windows 98/98 SE, ME, 2000, XP
CPU: Intel Pentium® III 800M Hz and higher
RAM: 128MB
Graphics Card: NVIDIA GeForce family graphic chip with AGP support
*Driver must be 100% compliant with DirectX 8.1 or higher. Graphic Card
must have 32 MB of VRAM onboard.
Sound Card: Drivers must be 100% compliant with DirectX 8.1 or higher.
Storage: 4.5G8 of available Hard Drive space
CD-ROM: 4x CD-ROM or faster
*Required only at installation
Internet Connection: 56kbps Modem or better
Others: Keyboard (10 key number pad), Mouse with Wheel, DirectX 8.1
(Required)
2.3 InstallationlTroubleshooting (Windows and PS2)
Perform an install from the hard drive.
1. Place disc 1 into your CD-ROM, double click on my computer, right
click on the CD-ROM drive, and click
"Explore".
2. Click "Edit", and then "Select All". Click "Edit" again and click "Copy".
3. Create a new folder on your hard drive, and paste the files from the disc
that you copied to the new folder.
4. Repeat this until you have ALL the files from each disc in the same
folder, then go into the folder and run
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SETUP.EXE to start the installation process.
*NOTE: PlayOnline Viewer with Tetra Master is one installation process.
FINAL FANTASY XI discs
1-3 is one installation process, and disc 4 - "Rise of Zilart" expansion is
one installation process. So if you were
having trouble with PlayOnline Viewer with the Tetra Master disc, you
would only copy the files off that one disc
to a folder. If you were having trouble with FINAL FANTASY XI disc 1,2,
or 3, then you
would copy the files from those 3 discs to the same folder. If you were
having trouble with disc 4 "Rise of Zilart"
expansion disc, you would copy the files from only disc 4 to a folder and
run SETUP.EXE.
If you are receiving an error during installation that says: 1607 or 1608:
"Unable to install InstallShield
Scripting Runtime", here is one thing you can try:
Go to http://consumer.installshield.com/kb.asp?id=Q108322 and follow the
instructions to update to the latest
InstaliShield Engine. Once the download has completed, run the install,
restart your computer, and install FINAL
FANTASY XI again.

2.4 Registration
THE REGISTRATION PROCESS
Once you have finished configuring your Internet connection settings and
installing the PlayOnline ™ Viewer and Tetra Master™ software, you will
proceed to the PlayOnline ™ registration screen. Select "Start
PlayOnline ™ Registration!" to begin the registration process.
If you are installing for the first time:
Select "Join PlayOnline TM"
Follow the steps listed in the "Registration Process."
If you are reinstalling:
Select "For PlayOnline ™ Members!"
The "Membership Registration" screen will appear. Enter your member
name, PlayOnline™ 10, and password. You will not need to enter the
registration code again. When you select "Start PlayOnline™
Registration!" an Internet connection window will appear. Enter the
required settings and select "Connect."
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Once you have finished entering all of the information, select "Connect."
If you select "Save" on the Internet Settings Menu, you will not have to
enter your provider access password again.
Select "Join PlayOnline 1M" to proceed to the registration process.
BEGINNING THE PLAYONLlNE1M REGISTRATION PROCESS
Please enter the registration code that came packaged with the software.
Please take care to enter a correct name, address, and other information.
If you do not, you may not be able to use PlayOnline services, including
support services.
1. Confirm Age and Consent of Guardian
A screen will appear asking you to enter your birth rate. If you are under
18 years of age, you must first obtain the permission of a parent or
guardian to play. If you are 12 years of age or younger you may not play
at all.
2. Confirm Your Registration
Read the steps in the registration process and select "Next" to proceed.
3. Enter Your Registration Code
A registration code sheet was included on the last page of the game
manual that came with the software. When the registration code entry
screen appears, enter the PlayOnline ™ registration code (a series of sets
of four alphanumeric characters.) If you select "Cancel," the process will
be cancelled and you wiii not be abie to use PiayOniine TM. The registration
code is required to verify your PlayOnline ™ Viewer and Tetra Master™
Disc. If your package contained a special promotional code, please enter it
as well.
THE REGISTRATION PROCESS CAUTION!
About Registration Codes
A "registration code sheet" should have been included in the "FINAL
FANTASY® XII PlayOnline™'' software package. It contains registration
codes for the following PlayOnline™ content.
(Registration codes consist of a series of 20 alphanumeric characters that
are separated by hyphens.)
PlayOnline 1M , FINAL FANTASY ®XI, and Tetra Master™ A specific
registration code is required each time you purchase a Content 10 for a
type of PlayOnline ™ content. Because of this, if you lose your registration
codes, you will not be able to purchase additional Content IDs or register
for expanded services. No matter the reason, you will not be issued a
replacement for a lost registration code.
Registration codes are very important. so make sure to keep the
registration code sheet in a safe place.
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4. Enter Your Name
Enter your name. Once you have finished entering your name, select
"Next." Selecting "Reset" will clear all input ·flelds. If you make a mistake
when registering your name, please contact the PlayOnline ™ Information
Center
5. Enter Address
Enter your address. If you live in an apartment, please include the
apartment number. Once you have finished entering your address, select
"Next."
6. Enter Phone Number and E-mail Address
Enter your phone number. Then, if you have an e-mail address that was
provided by your Internet or cell-phone services provider, enter it in
alphanumeric characters. When you have finished, select "Next."
7. Confirm Your Information
A screen showing the information you entered for steps 5 through 8 will
appear. Please check it for accuracy. If there are any errors, select "No"
and register again. If the information is correct, select "Yes."
B. Enter your PlayOnline ™ Password and Mail Password
You will need to enter your PlayOnline™ 10 and PlayOnline™ password
when you edit or confirm your member information, or purchase Content
IDs, so please take note of them and keep them in a safe place. When
you are finished, select "Next." If you wish to edit your mail account name
(the portion of your e-mail address that appears before the @ symbol),
select "Edit Mail Address." You may only change your mail account name
once.
9. Saving Your PlayOnline™ Password and Mail Password
You can save your PlayOnline™ password and mail password. If you
choose to do so, you will not be required to enter them again when you
access content or use other password-required functions. If you do not
choose to save your PlayOnline™ password and mail password, you will
have to enter them every time you access (log into) PlayOnline™. Please
decide which method works best for your situation from a security
standpoint. Even if you do choose to save your passwords, you will still
need to enter them again when you change or confirm your membership
information or purchase a Content 10. Please make sure to write your
passwords down and keep them in a safe place. Saving the PlayOnline ™
password: On the main log in menu, select the "Member," to edit, then
"Settings," "Set Password," and then "Save." Saving the mail password:
Select "Navigator" from the main menu, then "Mail." Next, select "Manage
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Account" and then "Edit Account." Then, select "Server Settings," "Set
Password," and finally "Save."

2.5 Email Setup and Use
Each PlayOnline ™ account comes with an Email account. When you first
set up your email, it will be a combination of numbers and letters with a
@pol.com. Example: x565311394@pol.com. You can change your
email address only ONCE. To do this, you go into "Service and Support".
You then click on "Membership". From that menu, you choose "Mail
Account" and then "Change Address". Your password can be changed as
often as you wish, but the email can only be changed one time. You will
have three choices for the email. If your first choice is not approved, the
other two will not auto approve. The system only looks at the first choice.
To use your email, you will notice in the right hand corner of your screen,
there is an envelop icon. If you click on this icon, your options for the
email account will open.
Composing mail is simply writing an email to another person. You can
use a PlayOnline™ email or others. This is not restricted to just
PlayOnline ™ accounts.
If you do not have your mail set up to automatically send/receive, then you
will need to use the send/receive link.
Next you can add people to your address book for easy access to
accounts.
In Options, you can change the settings for your email account. Whether
to auto receive, auto send, block people, etc.
Quick Manuals (to be added)

2.6 Friends List
To add people to your friends list, you will need to click on the Navigation
link. The first item in the menu is "Friends List". Move your mouse over
the icons that appear on the submenu that opens. The magnify glass icon
is the friend search. There are three search criteria. You can find a
friend by their Handle, their Handle 10 or their email address. Once your
search has been done, you can view the different profiles.
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In this area, you can also change your own profile. There are a number of
Pictures and other choices for people to view.

2.7 Chat
To create a chat room, click on the Navigation icon in the main menu.
There is a button called "Chat". You must first join or create a chat room.
To join a chat room, click on the "Change zones". This will bring you to a
list of available rooms.
You can create your own rooms. Click on "Create Room" to begin the
creation. You will need to name your room, select what "zone" you would
like it listed under. Then decide how many people you would like to be
able to log in. And then set a password.
Chat will not be moderated by Game Masters or Customer Support.
*Although chat will not be moderated, customers still can report
inappropriate chat contents by using the "Report User" function.

2.8 Misc. Features
File Manager: In this tab, you can find a method of sending your
screenshots, greeting cards or other files to your friends. When ever you
make a screenshot, it is saved in your File Manager.
Options Menu:
Global: Has the language filter and the auto disconnect.
Keyboard: Has Word Wrap for your message and email system.
Also, it allows you to set your tab space.
Viewer: This allows you to customize your Viewer Options.
The music, the background, screen settings, your clock, etc.
Navigator: This allows you to turn on/off the mail and message
notices.
Friends List: Allows you to customize your message options.
Mail: Allows you to customize your mail options.
Chat: Allows you to customize your chat options.
Quick Menu: Turns on/off Auto-bookmarks.
Default: Puts everything back to defaults.
Information:
This menu gives you a list of announcements that is released by
Square-Enix. Here you will find Important Notices, General, Server
Maintenance, Events and Updates.
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3.0 Tetra Master™
Terminology Review:
PlayOnline ™ -this is the launch pad for all Square-Enix online games
PoL -Abbreviation for PlayOnline ™
Square-Enix -The parent company
PlayOnline ™ 10 - The 10 used for any of the services of PlayOnline TM.
Content IDs -to subscribe to Tetra Master, you must purchase a Content 10
from PlayOnline TM. Each Content 10 costs you $1. This will be added to your
monthly fees. PVP - playing versus a player. Perfect - Winning by having flipped
all your opponents' cards.
Lobby - Where players congregate to play, trade cards, and chat.
Content 10:

From the Tetra Master top page, select "Content 10" and then
"Purchase." Follow the procedure outlined below. Please note that you can only
purchase one Content 10 per PlayOnline 10. Please note that you will need your
PlayOnline 10, PlayOnline Password, and the Tetra Master registration code at
this time.
1) Enter your PlayOnline 10, PlayOnline password, and then select "Log in."
2) Enter the Tetra Master Registration code from the Registration Code Sheet
that came with the software package. The registration code cannot be reused or
replaced. Only one person can use the registration code to purchase a Content
10.
3) Please read through the Tetra Master Agreement before you make your
purchase. Select "Agree" to continue with the procedure, or "Decline" to
cancel. You cannot play Tetra Master if you decline.
4) After you confirm your paid Content 10 information, select "Exit." You will be
returned to the Tetra Master top page, where you can start playing Tetra Master.
LET'S PLAY!
After you purchase a Content 10, you are ready to play Tetra Master. If you are
playing for the very first time, you must first obtain a player name, join a guild,
and link your handle.
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1. Select "Play" from the top page to display the "Obtain Player Name" screen.
Enter a name in alphanumeric characters. Please note that if you wish to change
your player name, you must cancel your current Content 10 and repurchase it.
• You cannot use a player name that is already taken.
2. Join a guild. The cards you obtain from the card shop or against the computer
will vary depending on which guild you join. Please note that if you wish to
change guilds, you must cancel your current Content 10 and repurchase it.
3. Link your handle.
• If you have already linked a handle to different services, a handle selection
screen will be displayed. You can link any of those handles from here.
• If you want to link a new handle or cannot find a handle you wish to link, a
handle name entry screen will be displayed. You can link a new handle
automatically by entering it here.
• The next time you play, the last handle you linked will be your active handle. (It
is still possible to change handles)
You will proceed to the game title screen after linking your handle.

3.1 TETRA MASTER TITLE SCREEN

1. Play: Play against other players connected to PlayOnline, chat, or trade
cards. You can also play against COM (computer) characters.
2. Card Shop: Buy and sell cards at the card shop.
3. Auction: Participate in a card auction with other players.
4. Player Data: Confirm your status or view your cards. You can also
create your deck from here.
5. Rankings: View your rankings and see how you fare against other
players. You can also obtain prize points and exchange them for rare
cards at the Prize Center.
6. Options: Set various game options, such as vibration function.
7. Back: Go back to the Tetra Master top page.
Tetra Master is a two to three-player game, where you place cards in turn
on a "Playing Field" to battle over your opponents' cards. The basic rules
of Tetra Master are explained here.

3.2 TETRA MASTER BASICS

1.
2.
3.
4.

Select your hand.
The roulette determines the order in which players place their cards
Special blocks and tiles are put into the game automatically.
Cards are placed in turn.
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5. The game ends when all cards are placed.
6. The outcome is determined by who has the most cards on the table.
Card:
Each card can have up to eight arrows, with three numbers and one letter.
The arrows indicate the direction in which a card battle can take place,
and the numbers and letter indicate the card's ability values.
ARROWS
1. You can flip over an opponent's card (turning it to your color) if the
arrow on your card is placed adjacent to a non-arrow side or corner of
your opponent's card.
2. When placing your card on the playing field, a "card battle" will ensue if
an arrow on your card faces an arrow of your opponent's. The card with
the higher ability value Will have the advantage, and the losing card will be
flipped over.
3. If you win the card battle, all cards adjacent to the arrows on your
opponent's will be flipped over. This is called a "Combo."

3.2 TETRA MASTER BASICS
ABILITY VALUES
The numbers and letter represent your card's ability values. From left to
right: offense, attack type, physical defense, and magic defense. The
numbers on the card indicate the ability values' first digit. For example, an
ability value of 19 will display a" 1" and an ability value of 35 will display a
"3." Cards with a mark indicate an ability value of 100 or above. The card
initiating the battle will use its offense value, and the defending card will
defend with its physical or magic defense values. The higher the
value, the stronger the offense or defense.

ATTACK TYPE
P: Physical Attack Type
Attacks your opponent's physical defense value.
M: Magic Attack Type
Attacks your opponent's magic defense value.
X: Exploit Type
Attacks the lowest of your opponent's physical or magic defense values.

A: Assault Type
Uses the highest value from your offense, physical defense, and magic
defense to attack the lowest of your opponent's offense, physical defense,
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and magic defense values. The assault type is the only attack type that
uses values other than offense to attack.
You can develop your cards if you win a two-player game, or place first or
second in a three-player game. Only one of the ability values (chosen at
random) will increase.

FIELD EFFECTS
Blocks
Regular blocks do not have any effects, and cards cannot be placed on
top of them.

3.3 Chance Blocks
Activates "Garnet," "Grim Reaper," "Oglops," or "Aero" effects. (These
special effects last until the game ends.) Once a chance block is activated,
that space will become available for a card to be placed.
Garnet --Ten points will be added to all your cards' abilities (offense,
physical defense magic defense) on the playing field.
Grim Reaper- Ten points will be deducted from all your cards' abilities
(offense, physical defense, magic defense) on the playing field.
Oglops --All cards adjacent to the activated block will change into your
opponent's or your own color
Aero --All cards piaced on the playing field will be scattered randomly
across the field. (Effects from a special tile remain intact with the scattered
cards.)

3.4 Rotating Blocks
The rotating block strikes lightning in the direction the arrow is facing, and
flips over all cards in its path into your color. The arrow moves one
direction to the right after every turn. The lightning range depends on the
offense value of the card attacking.

3.5 Special Tiles:
Activate special marks on the field, like the sword or shield by placing a
card over it. The effects will last until the game ends.
Offense Up --Increases your card's offense value between two to five
times its normal value when attacking.
Defense Up --Increases your card's defense value between two to five
times its normal value when defending.
Max Arrows --Adds arrows to every direction of your card.
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3.6 Lobby

This is where players congregate to play games, trade cards, and chat. To
playa game, select a zone from the zone list and find a room you like.
Games are played at a table.To play against other players, select a table
and make a reservation. Once one or two more players join the table, the
player who made the first reservation can start the game by selecting
"Start."
To play against COM characters, select an empty table and choose "VS.
COM."
The table icon displays the current status of the table. You can tell
whether a player wants you to "Join" or whether players are currently
"Playing." Each table also displays the number of players who have made
reservations. Some tables may require a password or you may need to
meet certain requirements, such as a specified card level to join.

3..7 Quitting
You can quit during a game by selecting "Quit" from the game menu.
However, once you quit, you will not be able return to the table where the
game took place. !n a VS. COM game, you will also lose all five cards, but
in a VS. Player game, this will depend on the table rules.
Internal Tetra Master Tournament:
Occasionally tournaments will be held among players. Winners and top
ranking players may have the option of having their name posted.

4.0 Final Fantasy® XI
4.1 Terminology Review

i

._

PlayOnline™ -this is the launch pad for all Square-Enix online games
PoL -Abbreviation for PlayOnline ™
Square-Enix -The parent company
PlayOnline™ ID - The 10 used for any of the services of PlayOnline™.
Content IDs -to make a new character, you must purchase them from PlayOnline™.
These are called Content IDs. Each Content 10 costs you $1. This will be added
to your monthly fees.
LinksheJl - somewhat like a Guild or Clan.
" Chocobo - creature you can rent to make overland travel a bit quicker.
Moogle - Acts as your housekeeper, also can be used as a signpost in Vana'diel
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Mog House - This is where you can store your belongings.
Gil - Money in the land of Vana'diel
World Pass - Pass that allows you to choose your server, must be purchased by friend
on the new server.

4.2 System Requirements

"Final Fantasy® XI & PlayOnline TM" System Requirements (June, 2003)
Playstation® 2 System Requirements
These are minimum system requirements to start and work PlayOnlineTM , each software
of Final Fantasy®XI and Tetra Master™ Beta Version.
PlayStation2: PlayStation 2 system
HOD: Internal Hard Disk Drive (40GB) (for PlayStation ® (2)
Network Adapter: Network Adapter (for PlayStation ®(2)

Using a Router
PlayOnline™ (including all related software such as FINAL FANTASY ®XI) may use any
of the following ports.
If you are using a router, please configure it to allow packets to pass through these ports.

+Port number that may be used by the PlayOnline ™ server group:
-TCP 25,80,110,443 or 50000 - 65535
-UDP 50000 - 65535
+Port number that may be used by the PlayStation® 2 terminals:
-TCP 1024 - 65535
-UDP 50000 - 65535
"'You may need to set up a web browser for you PC. For more information, please refer
to the appropriate vendor's instruction manual.
"'Your router may require that you use a PC to configure your network settings. For more
infonnation about how to configure your network settings, please refer to the instruction
manual that came with your router or contact the manufacturer directly.
"'If your Internet Service Provider(ISP) specifies a DNS server, you may need to configure
your settings to allow packets to pass through UDP Port 53 as well.
For more information, please refer to the instruction manual for your router or the
information provided by your ISP.

PC System Requirements
These are minimum system requirements to start and work PlayOnline™, each software
of Final Fantasy® XI and Tetra Master™ Beta Version.
OS : Microsoft Windows 98/98 SE/Me/2000IXP
CPU: Intel Pentium(R) III 800MHz and higher
RAM: 128MB
Graphics Card
: NVIDIA GeForce family graphic chip with AGP support
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*Driver must be 100% compliant with DirectX 8.1 or higher
Graphic Card must have 32MB of VRAM onboard
Sound Card: Driver must be 100% compliant with DirectX 8.1 or higher
Storage: : 4.5GB of available Hard Disk space
CD-ROM: 4x CD-ROM or faster
*Required only at installation
Internet Connection: 56kbps Modem or better
Others: Keyboard (10 key number pad), Mouse with Wheel, DirectX 8.1 (Required)

Recommended
OS: Microsoft Windows 98/98 SE/Me/2000IXP
CPU: Intel Pentium(R)4 or higher
RAM: 128MB or higher
Graphics Card
: NVIDIA GeForce3 and higher with AGP support
*Driver must be 100% compliant with DireetX 8.1 or higher
Graphic Card must have 64MB of VRAM onboard
Sound Card: Driver must be 100% compliant with DirectX 8.1 or higher
Storage: 4.5GB of available Hard Disk space
CD-ROM: 32x CD-ROM or faster
*Required only at installation
Internet Connection: Always on Internet connection
Others: Keyboard (10 key number pad), Mouse with Wheel, DirectX 8.1 (Required)
*This information is for June, 2003, and it does not settle required software of product or
recommended system requirements.
*"System Requirements" and "Recommended" are subject to change due to specification
change of each software even during Beta test period.
"Most up-to-date compatible graphic cards, drivers, and peripherals can be viewed at
http://WvVW.playonline.com/ff11 us/beginners/win/

Using a Router
PlayOnlineT M (including all related software such as FINAL FANTASY® XI) may use any
of the following ports.
If you are using a router, please configure it to allow packets to pass through these ports.

Port number that may be used by the PlayOnline server group:
-TCP 25,80,110,443 or 50000 -65535
-UDP 50000 - 65535
Port number that may be used by the PlayStation 2 terminals:
-TCP 1024 - 65535
-U DP 50000 - 65535
*You may need to set up a web browser for you PC. For more information, please refer
to the appropriate vendor's instruction manual.
*Your router may require that you use a PC to configure your network settings. For more
information about how to configure your network settings, please refer to the instruction
manual that came with your router or contact the manufacturer directly.
*If your Internet Service Provider(ISP) specifies a DNS server, you may need to configure
your settings to allow packets to pass through UDP Port 53 as well.
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For more information, please refer to the instruction manual for your router or the
information provided by your ISP.

4.3lnstallationlTroubleshooting
Perform an install from the hard drive.
1. Place disc 1 into your CD-ROM, double click on my computer, right
click on the CD-ROM drive, and click
"Explore".
2. Click "Edit", and then "Select All". Click "Edit" again and click "Copy".
3. Create a new folder on your hard drive, and paste the files from the disc
that you copied to the new folder.
4. Repeat this until you have ALL the files from each disc in the same
folder, then go into the folder and run
SETUP.EXE to start the installation process.
*NOTE: PlayOnline Viewer with Tetra Master is one installation process.
FINAL FANTASY XI discs
1-3 is one installation process, and disc 4 - "Rise of Zilart" expansion is
one installation process. So if you were
having trouble with PlayOnline Viewer with the Tetra Master disc, you
would only copy the files off that one disc
to a folder. If you were having trouble with FINAL FANTASY XI disc 1, 2,
or 3, then you
would copy the files from those 3 discs to the same folder. If you were
having trouble with disc 4 "Rise of Zilart"
expansion disc, you would copy the files from only disc 4 to a folder and
run SETUP.EXE.
If you are receiving an error during installation that says: 1607 or 1608:
"Unable to install InstallShield
Scripting Runtime" here is one thing you can try:
I

Go to http://consumer.instalishield.com/kb.asp?id=Q108322 and follow the
instructions to update to the latest
InstallShield Engine. Once the download has completed, run the install,
restart your computer, and install FINAL
FANTASY XI again.

4.4 Content IDs
In order to enjoy games such as FINAL FANTASY@XI on PlayOnline™, you must first
purchase a Content 10. A Content 10 allows you to create a personalized character. You
will have to purchase a new Content 10 every time that you create a new character.
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Purchase Content 10:
Once you have finished the installation process, move the pointer to "Games on the
PlayOnline ™ Menu screen. Then, press the confirm button to open the top page of
FINAL FANTASY® XI.
Move the pointer to "Content 10" then select "Purchase."
Enter your PlayOnline™ 10 and PlayOnline™ password. When you have finished, move
the pointer to "Login" and press the confirm button.
Next, enter your registration code. The registration code should appear on a piece of
paper that was included in the software package. Different content services require
separate registration codes. When you have finished entering your registration code,
move the pointer to "Register" and press the confirm button.
A user agreement screen will appear. If you agree to its terms, move the pointer to
"Accept" and press the confinm button. If you do not agree, move the pointer to "Decline"
and press the confinm button.
Once you accept the user agreement, a Content 10 purchase screen will appear. Read
the information. If you wish to complete the purchase, move the pointer to "Yes" and
press the confirm button. If you do not wish to complete the purchase, move the pointer
to "No" and press the confinm button.
If you selected "Yes" a message confirming your purchase will appear on the screen.
Select "Quit" ending the process. Then, move the pointer to "Play" and press the confinm
button to access FINAL FANTASY® XI and begin creating your character.

Cancel Content 10:
Able to cancel from the top screen of each game and contents.
The canceling Content 10 is available to use until the last day of month in which you
have requested cancellation.
Canceling Content ID's data will be saved for three months from the month
subsequent to canceling month.
Canceling process takes place at 12 am on the last day of the month at the server.
If you cancel a Content 10 during its free trial period, it will be stopped for use right
away.
(If it is reactivated during free trial period, you can use it for free for the remaining period.)
* Deleting characters of game and canceling Content 10 are different.

Reactivate Content 10:
It is possible to reactivate cancelled Content 10 during the three months period from
the month subsequent to canceling month.
When you reactivate, you can use it again in the same status before cancellation.
If you had several Content IDs, you can select specific Content IDs for reactivation.
A member suspended from use of PlayOnline™ from unpaid fees can reactivate
Content 10 after paying unpaid fees and applying to reactivate PlayOnline™.
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There is no free trial period when you reactivate after completion of the initial trial
period. The fee is charged from the reactivated month .
.. If you accept a request for reactivation at information center, you accept it only by
phone .
.. If three months pass after cancellation, it is considered as a new purchase.
In that case, you can purchase Content 10 again, but free trial period is not
provided.

4.5 Character Creation

Character Creation
The Character Creation Process:
Select Race - Hume, Elvaan, Galka, Mithra, Tarutaru
Select Face type and hair color
Select body size (small, medium, large)
Standard job (warrior, monk, white mage, black mage, redmage, thief)
Character name
Country (initial allegiance)
You may create up to 16 characters, but you must purchase a Content ID for each
character.

Race/Job Discussion
RACES:
Hume - One of the most commonly found races on Vana'diel. While the Hume race can
be further classified in terms of lineage (family line/heritage), region etc, all Hume's share
a common origin. Among the five major races on the continent, the Hume race has the
largest population.
Their physical and mental capacities are well balanced. Hume's excel in their adaptability
and ability to learn. Compared to other races, Hume's display more individual differences
among themselves. They display a wide variety of dispositions such as greed, idealism,
cowardice, and piety. Presently, the race holds the greatest influence on the continent.
Elvaan - The Elvaan possess excellent Mind and beauty. They once dominated the
continent by using their high level of Strength and nobility. However, after internal
conflicts in the past, their power diminished and for the past several hundred years. They
have lived in seclusion in the Kingdom of San d'Oria.
They love and treasure Mother Nature, and display an aristocratic appearance. For this
reason, they often are accused of hypocrisy by other races.
Tarutaru - Compared to other races, they are smaller in stature. But they have excellent
magical abilities and MP. As skilled magician, they enjoy a unique position in the areas of
Black Magic, White Magic, Summoning, and Red Magic. It wouldn't be an exaggeration
to say that the Tarutaru race doesn't control the magical population of the continent.
Galka - Fitting to their claim, they possess high Vitality and HP. Due to their belligerent
nature, their history is filled with endless wars. After being chased from their homeland of
Rikyua Desert by beasts, the Galka were slaughtered by the beasts in Korrolaka Tunnel
in an attempt to escape their pursuers.
Galka, who possess higher craftsmen knowledge than Hume, started to develop their
own spiritual culture and started to grow their influence again. Presently, they reside in
the mountainous region of the Republic of Bastok.
Mithra - Originally, the Mithra use to inhabit Kazham. The Mithra's skills were widely
used in Windurst to recover from the war that the people of Vana'diellost 20 years ago.
However, after a long period of study, they were able to overcome the destruction that
occurred and helped the Tarutaru's rebuild Windurst. They now inhabit Windurst
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alongside the Tarutaru. Compared to the other Races, Mithra have the highest hit rate
and very high Agility.

START JOBS:
Warrior - Warriors are the epitome of fighters, able to use most, if not all the weapons
and armors in the lands, combined with the most lethal of combat skills. Also, due to their
balanced strength and defense, they are very useful to have in the front line of a party.
Monk - As a Monk, to find your real power, you need to find the center of your being; the
balance between your physical, spiritual, and mental selves. You do this by honing your
body through the art of combat and your spirituality and mental powers through
meditation. Only by remaining good maya monk find the center of his/ her being. They
are master of Martial Arts and unarmed combat skills. They use their fists as a weapon to
attack an enemy.
The monk wi/I use claws and other types of weapons on their fist to increase the harm to
their opponents.
White Mage - A White Mage is a healer and protector of the weak. They have in their
control many varied and sundry healing spells, as well as spells to affect one's chances
in battle. White Mage's do possess some combat spells, but combat is far from the focus
of the class. The White Mage is a fountain of mind and healing on which many players
rely.
The White Mage remain in the back line and act as support to those on the front as well
as to the party as a whole.
Black Mage - A Black Mage is one of the weakest classes when it comes to body, but
their intelligence has no par. As a Black Mage you will begin weak, but as you grow in
intelligence and mana points, you will become a powerful fighting force. Black Mages'
spells are varied and sundry, but they get many more combat spells than the White
Mage's. With a Black Mage's vast repertoire of useful spells you will become a much
sought after commodity... for your spells can mean victory or defeat for other players.
Black Mages usually stand away from the battle so they are less likely to be attacked due
to their lower HP and defense
Red Mage - They are able to use both White Magic and Black Magic but they take a
longer time to learn magic compared to a pure White Mage or Black Mage. They also
cannot learn the high level magic that the Black and White Mage can access, but they do
have access to weapon enchants and elemental defense spells. These Magicians can
also equip the lower levels of armor and weapons a Warrior wears.
The Red Mage can fill many rolls in a party and are great for solo. But they won't be as
good in Black Magic as a Black Mage would or as skilled in White Magic as a White
Mage would be. They are the most "balanced" class in Vana'diel.
Thief - The thief is a shady character which makes use of many skills often deemed
improper by the rest of society. The skills of the thief reflect his/ her way of life, namely
sneaking around, stealing Gil, and attacking from behind with deadly backstabs. Thieves
have always had a bad reputation so don't be surprised if you are always under
suspicion.
Thieves start off fainy weak, but as they gain skills such as Surprise Attack and Feint
Attack, they soon become dangerous foes. A thief is always useful when there is an agile
character needed or an item that needs to be stolen or found in a dungeon.

ADVANCED JOBS (must be level 30 to obtain):
Ranger - Going at it solo, the Ranger is not as heavily equipped as the other warriors of
Vana'diel. To counter this, the Ranger has the ability to specialize in archery, which can
deal out some very respectable damage before the target draws close enough to require
melee. Most Rangers will probably settle on the recurred bow, as it offers an increased
range compares to the other bows of the world or they might even go for the fainy
inaccurate, high damage, musket.
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With a Ranger in the group, allowing him/ her to attack first will be a nice advantage. Not
only can the party stay farther away, where it's less likely to be attacked, but the critical
shot damage is very respectable, and he/ she may even be able to shoot tWice.
Even after the enemy is near, the Ranger can handle himself as a light tank, long enough
to finish the creature off.
Bard - Bards may just be mere poets or minstrels in our history, but in Vana'diel they are
magical vocalists and musicians. What's great about them is that the songs they play do
not require mana points (MP).
Bards work very well in a party. Often you hear them playing their tranquil songs of
support. Those songs range from stat boosts, status change resistance, to the always
welcomed life-giving heal. While many of the songs Bards use are party support
melodies, they are not always sweet with support. If needed, they can release a requiem
sound of damage upon enemies.
Beastmaster - A Beastmaster's special ability allows them to tame monsters as pets for
their disposal. They can tame monsters equal to the level they are currently at or lower.
And although the possibility exists that they tame a stronger monster then them, it is
unadvisable as the pet can become wild unexpectedly and turn on its master.
When using a personal pet, if you tell it to attack, it will attack the target. It remains
completely loyal to the tamer until the pet dies, the set length of time the monster is able
to be controlled expires, or the beast breaks the spell. One major advantage to using a
pet is while the pet begins to attack the enemy, it is now distracted and this gives the
Beastmaster and their party an open door to attack.
Dark Knight - A Dark Knight's only purpose is the destruction of whom they see as an
enemy. This means to go as far as leeching off of foes to regain their own health.
They dq not fear magical foes because they also have the ability to strengthen their
magic defense. Rather than using support magic to aid their comrades, they learn the
destructive art of Black Magic in order to dispose of enemies quicker (MP is not their
strong point).
Shields? Who needs them when they can wield two handed swords and scythes. With
the massive destructive attack power and abilities being a Dark. Knight brings, inflicting
damage is definitely their strong point.
Paladin - Paladin's are holy knights who pledge their lives to banish the land of the
undead. In order to do so they must learn the way of the divine to fight the evil, this
makes the Paladin naturally stronger against undead monsters.
Light magic alone cannot defeat enemies so they are also skilled with one-hand swords
and shield combat. Of course, their high defense and defense abilities makes them the
best defensive class. Often finding them in frontlines of battle protecting fellow party
members.
If support is needed Paladins are quite knowledgeable in magic to aid allies with heal and
protection spells (MP is not their strong point).
Ninja - The Ninja is well equipped with skills that allow him to situate himself in the most
heavily guarded places to sneak around, or if the situation warrants, eliminate a threat.
Walking the fine line between light and darkness, the Ninja is familiar with both the
physical disciplines of the sword and throwing weapons. Their darker side gives them
familiarity with Ninjutsu, making the Ninja's proficiency in the magical arts. His mastery of
throwing weapons sets him apart from the rest of the classes, second only to the Ranger.
The Ninja is poorly armored, but their speed more then make up for their low defensive
value.
Samurai - Samurai live and die by the code of Bushido--but they don't die easily.
Samurai have honed their martial skills to perfection, although this does not mean his
mental training has suffered, for his strategic sense is second only to the warrior. Despite
marginal HP, the Samurai is virtually equal to the Monk in terms of strength. Death is not
viewed as failure, but as the ultimate service which can be rendered.
Dragoon - The fabled Dragoons, or Dragon Knights, are few in number but worth an
army when it comes to slaying dragons. While certainly a tough opponent in combat,
their specialization against dragons makes them truly devastating. While most Dragoons
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only seek out the lairs of evil dragons, some don't seem to care or distinguish between
types and will hunt any dragon that comes across their path.
The Dragoon's are courageous fighters who have mastered the art of the jumping spear
attack. With the briefest of starts, they can launch themselves many feet into the air and
descend again with tremendous force, piercing the hide of even the toughest foe.
Summoner - There are those who can bring forth a monster to fight in their stead. There
are few who are true masters of the summoning art. Summoner's dedicate themselves to
the fine art of summoning monsters and learning how to use them.
They are not good at hand-to-hand combat, but are able to call upon elemental gods,
causing their enemies to suffer and perish in terrible ways.

4.6 Missions Ranks and Quests
Missions:
Your home city is trying to secure its place in the world of Vana'diel. Speaking to guards
near the city gates will introduce you to the missions that your home needs completed to
advance. Missions will follow a definite story line, and will be accompanied by cut
scenes to explain your role.
Ranks:
As you complete missions, you will earn status with your home city. That status is
displayed in your Rank.
Quests:
Many of the NPC's in Vana'diel will have tasks that they need completed. As you
adventure, try talking to the NPC's that you see. When you have found the items that
they have asked you for, trade them to the NPC using the trade option in your main
menu.

4.7 Getting Around
To navigate using the Analog controller, use the left analog stick to move your character
and the right analog stick to change your viewpoint.
Using a keyboard, the arrow keys on the number pad move you around, and the other
arrow keys change your view or allow you a quick look around.
To travel about Vana'diel, you can take the public boat between Selbina and Mhaura, the
airships between the major cities (Bastok, Windurst, San'Doria and Port Jeuno), or rent a
chocobo from the chocobo stables.

4.8 Grouping
How Do I Form a Party as a Solo Player?
If you want to join another party as a member:
Select "Party" from the Main Menu, then "Seek Party," and press the confirm button to
signal your desire to join a party during the game. A "Seek Party" icon will appear next to
your character's name on the screen.
The "Seek Party" icon will appear next to the names of the characters in search lists as
well.
If another player targets you, or sees your desire to seek a party in a linkshell group or
search list, you may receive a message in your log window asking you to join their party.
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(Both the person sending the invitation message and the recipient must be in the same
area.) Select "Party" from the Main Menu and press the confirm button. You will be
asked if you wish to join the party. Select "Yes" to join the party. Select "No" if you wish
to decline the invitation.
If you wish to stop displaying the "Seek Party" icon, select "Party" from the Main Menu,
then "Play Solo, " and then press the confirm button.
Your "Seek Party" status will be dropped when you join a party, you move into a different
area, or you log out of the game.
If you want to become a party leader and look for members:
There are several ways to search for party members.
Select "Party" from the Main Menu and then "Find Member." Press the confirm button to
search and display a list of PCs who are in "Seek Party" status in your area. Select a PC
name to send them an invitation message directly. (Also, so long as you are in the same
area, you can use a regular search to look for PCs with the "Seek Party" icon next to their
names, and invite them directly from the list as well.)
If you encounter a PC with the "Seek Party" icon next to their name, you can target them
and send an invitation directly. Target the PC, open the action command menu from the
Main Menu, select "Invite to Party," and press the confirm button. If they accept the
invitation, a window with the PC's name will appear in the lower right of your screen,
indicating that they have joined your party.
As you form your party, a list of the members will appear on the bottom of your screen.
The party leader is indicated with a yellow mark to the left of their name.

Auto-group
This command automatically forms a party from PCs who are in "Seek Party" status and
have chosen "Auto-group." If the area you are in does not have enough potential
members, the search range is broadened to the regional level. \lVhen you form a party
with this command, you will not be asked to confirm that you wish to join a party. The
leader is chosen at random by the system.
This function cannot be used in certain areas such as Mog Houses or places that you
cannot open a region map (such as on board a boat or airship» Your "Auto-group" status
will be cancelled when you travel to another area.

4.9 Languages
You can select from among "Japanese," "English," and "Bilingual" for the language to be
used within your party. When you search for those in "Seek Party" status, their language
setting will appear to the right of their name (JP=Japanese, EN = English.) Make sure to
confirm the language setting when you form a party.

4.10 Linkshells
Put simply, "linkshells" are communication tools. By using items called "Iinkpearls," a
large group of friends can communicate simultaneously.
Linkshells are available as items, called "unopened linkshells," at certain shops.
Purchase one to get started.
Select "Linkshell" from the Main Menu and select the unopened linkshell. You will be
asked to enter a "Iinkname." You may enter up to 19 alphanumeric characters. The
Iinkname will become the name of your Iinkgroup. The linkname must be unique and
cannot be the same as any other linkname in your World. Once you decide on a
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linkname, you will be allowed to create a color for the linkshell. After you have decided a
name and color for your linkshell, you will be allowed to generate items called
"Iinkpearls." One linkshell can create an unlimited number of linkpearls. (However, once
your item box is full, you will not be able to create any more until you make some space.)
You can only create one linkgroup per linkshell. If you decide to purchase another
linkshell, you will need to decide another name for the new linkgroup. So long as there is
space in your item list, you can have as many linkshells and linkpearls as you like. You
can use different linknames to create and organize new groups of friends.
You can only activate a single linkgroup at a time. Furthermore, if the leader of a
linkgroup discards their linkshell, the linkgroup will be dissolved. However, so long as the
linkshell is not discarded, the group will remain even if a leader deletes their character or
terminates their FINAL FANTASY XI account.

Chat - Tell, Say, Party, Linkshell
There are five chat modes in FINAL FANTASY XI:
Say: Used for speaking openly to any PCs in your immediate vicinity. "Say" text will
appear in white.
Shout: Used when you need to be heard over a wider area than "Say." "Shout" text will
appear in pink.
Tell: "Tell" allows you to communicate with a specific PC regardless of the distance or
areas separating the two of you. It cannot be heard by other players. "Tell" text appears
in pink, and with the sender and receiver clearly identified.
Party: "Party" allows you to communicate with the members of your party regardless of
the distance or areas separating you. It cannot be heard by players who are not in your
party. If your party is part of an alliance, alliance members will be included in the "Party"
chat as well.
Linkshell: The "Linkshell" chat mode allows you to communicate with a group that has
been formed using a "Unkshe!!." "Unkshe!!" chat is effective regardless of the distance or
areas separating the group members and can only be heard by members of the linkgroup
who have equipped Iinkpearls. "Linkshell" text appears in light green.
The linkgroup leader must equip the linkshell, and linkgroup members must equip a
linkpearl to connect the Iinkgroup together. This is handled on the linkshell menu, which
is accessed by selecting "Linkshell" from the Main Menu. No matter what distance
separates you and the other members, you can communicate with your linkgroup simply
by equipping the linkpearl. However, please be aware that a heavy load on the server
may restrict the maximum number of people who can participate in a linkgroup at a time.
If the group is full, you will no be able to activate your link to the group. Leaders should
give linkpearls only to close friends so that the Iinkgroup does not become unwieldy.
Selecting the chat mode and entering text
There are several ways to select or change chat modes.
Method 1: Move the pointer to "Chat" in the action command window and press the
directional button to the right. If you would like to chat in "Say" mode, move the pointer to
"Say" and press the confirm button. The "Say" mode line editor will appear, allowing you
to enter text. If you are using a USB keyboard, so long as you do not change the chat
mode, you can open the "Say" mode line editor simply by typing any letter key besides
the space bar. You can select other chat modes in the same way. However, the
"Linkshell" mode can only be selected if a link item has been equipped.
Method 2: This is recommended for players who use an analog controller as their main
control method. If you are in a chat mode other than "Say," enter Isay in alphanumeric
characters, then a space, and then the text. You will speak it in "Say" mode. However,
be aware that this method of chatting does not change the chat mode setting .. The next
time you open the line editor, the chat mode will revert to what it was before. You can
enter chat text for the other modes in the same way by typing Ishout. Itell, Iparty or
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Ilinksheli. (When using the "Tell" mode, however, you must enter Itell, a space, the name
of the PC with whom you wish to chat, another space, and then the chat text.)
Method 3: If you are using a USB keyboard, you can enter shortcuts for chat commands.
For example, to chat using the "Say" mode, press the Ctn or Alt key and the "S" key to
open the "Say" line editor. Once you get used to this, this is the easiest way to change
chat modes.
To chat using the "Tell" mode, press Ctrl or Alt and the "T" key to open the "Tell" line
editor. When you see /tell and a space, enter the name of the PC with whom you wish to
chat, then another space, and then the text you wish to say. To send a "Tell" message to
a PC with whom you were just chatting, press Ctrl or Alt and the "R" key to send a reply.
The PC's name will automatically appear in the line editor window, You can cycle
through the names of other PCs with whom you chatted by Tell by repeatedly pressing
Ctrl (or AIt) R.
To chat using the "Party" mode, press Ctrl or Alt and the "P" key to open the "Party" line
editor.
To chat using the "Linkshell" mode, press Ctrl or Alt and the "L" key to open the
"Linkshell" line editor.
You cannot use this method for the "Shout" chat mode.

4.11 Getting Help
Players can request GM assistance via the help desk in game, or via GM Call. The in
game help desk submits a petition, the GM call submits an email. Players can also email
from their regular email addresses.
To request help via the in game Help Desk, you access the main menu by hitting the "-"
key on the number pad twice. Scroll down to Help Desk, and select. By answering the
questions asked, the player will submit a petition about their issue. You can also go to
the PlayOnline Viewer, select Service & Support, select Support then GM Caii to enter
into a live chat with a GM.
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Mail Support
This is where you access Mail that has been sent in. For In-game GM's there will
be two sections. One for In-Game support and the other for Opinions/Feedback.
Each of these will need to be responded to on a daily basis. The mail section
allows you to "own" or "lock" the email and then respond directly to the customer.
There are also auto responses you can use and change to your needs. These
are obtained by using the pull down menus.
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5.0 CS Tools
5.1 Game Master Section

.

o

GM Call - this shows the last 20 calls that came in through the petition
command either in Japanese or English.
Special Note - This shows the bug reports or notes that were sent to
dev/QA. Check this to ensure you are not repeating already submitted
bugs/information.
Last login - This shows the last time an account logged in (Japanese
time).
Login Now? - Shows if the account is logged in at the time of search .
}5j. Search Characters (POL ID) - allows you to search for account
information if you have the PlayOnline ™ 10.
'"4- Search Characters (Name) - Allows you to search for account
information if you have one of the character names associated with the
account.
'" Catbert - Allows you to search with either the character name or POL 10.
Zone Name - Brings up a list of all zone names, numbers and types.
GM Policy DB - shows the latest 8M policy information.

5.2 ZoneWatch (AKA The Watch Tool
Setting up your tools:
The watch tool is used in order to answer calls that are placed from
customers in-game using the /helpdesk function in order to get ill touch
with a GM.
When you open the Watch tool prior to entering your user name and
password to log in, you'll be able to click on the "option" button where you
can adjust the 8M server URL. The 8M server URL will change from time
to time so, please ensure that you have the most current 8M server URL
in your options prior to logging in.
61.195.50.48 changed to 202.67.55.213 , 202.67.55.213:54550 changed
to 202.67.49.1 :54550

Current U RL:

202.67.49.1 :54550 ; Public
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5.3 Knowledge Base

You can use this section to search for anything within the global
knowledge base.

5.4 Special Reports

Special Reports are bugs or special cases that players report to the GMs
that need to be brought to the attention of development and testing. The
following table shows how we are to present the information. This is a
standardized system that both the North American and Japanese GMs
use.
Special Report Composition Guidelines
The basic format for Special Reports is as follows:
Outline:

This section serves as a brief summary of what issue is being
discussed. Usually a single sentence or phrase is sufFicient.

Details:

This is where all the details gleaned from the call are placed.
Things like location, time, date, the specifics of any unusual
phenomena, etc. are mentioned here. Detail is very good.
Unnecessary wordiness is not, but when in doubt, more is
better.

Other:

This section is optional. It is included at the writer's discretion,
and is the best place for router presence/specs, machine
specs, and other data. This is also the place to include a note
in the event that the Caller is unaware of Caller's own PC
specs, the details of a technical issue, etc. Also, the actual title
of this section (along with any subtitles) should change to
reflect the content therein.

Response:

This section is self-explanatory, and omitting it is Not
Good. ™ This section should detail, from start to finish, exactly
what the GM did to solve the problem. Any supplementary
explanations or clarifications (e.g. "GM believes Caller is
mistaken") should qo here.
Things like CINFO lists and what have you should be pasted
at the end of the report as necessary, with an appropriate
header. Ex.: "Character info; acquire on 01/02/03 at 12:34
PST"

I

Data:
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A Few Notes on Style

•
•

Incluge Zone numbers, not just names. This reduces lookup time.
If a Caller's PC specs are to be included, be specific. "Intel CPU," for
example, is not particularly helpful.
• As much as possible, report in the third person.
~
Ex.: "GM advised Caller to execute a reinstall" is Good. ™
~
"I advised him to reinstall" is Not Good. ™
Avoid excessive abbreviations. Certain things are acceptable (e.g. FFXI, PS2,
etc.),

6.0 Armroved Sum-u~
These values are the appropriate sumups to input in to the OSM tool when requested for "Added
New Sumups".

6.1 Improper Sum-ups
Stuck Lag/Other Improper
This sum-up is used when the petitioner claims he's stuck but the GM was able to
determine that the customer unable to move because of latency rather than being stuck
in any in-game geometry.

Technical Connection/Other Improper
This sum-up is used when the petitioner is experiencing connection trouble like latency or
frequent disconnections and is being referred to the PlayOnline Information Center.

Technical Graphics/Other Improper
This sum-up is used when the petitioner is experiencing graphical oddities and is being
referred to the PlayOnline Infonmation Center.

Technical Issue/Other Improper
This sum-up is used when the petitioner is being referred to the PlayOnline Information
Center in regards to a technical issue neither connection or graphics based.

Bug Report/Other Improper
This sum-up is used when a customer is reporting a perceived bug in a mission, quest, or
any other part of the game when we do not submit a special report on it.

Account Information/Other Improper
This sum-up is used when a customer is making an inquiry in regards to account
information. Usually these customers are referred to the PlayOnline Infonmation Center.

Real Money Trade/Other Improper
This sum-up is used when a customer is attempting to report real money trade but we are
unable to take action due to lack of evidence. If we are able to find evidence then we
would use the "Improper Behavior/Other proper" sum-up.

Speed Cheater/Other Improper
This sum-up is used in case of duplicate reports or if the suspect is already on the
suspect-list. Senior GMs will also use this sum-up in case they are asking for additional
information in regards to a call via the helpdesk function. If using this sum-up please note
in your GM memo that you did not add the suspect to the suspect list nor investigated
them due to whatever reason.

Absentee Play/Other Improper
This sum-up is used in case of duplicate reports or if the suspect is already on the
suspect-list. Senior GMs will also use this sum-up in case they are asking for additional
information in regards to a call via the helpdesk function. If using this sum-up please note
in your 8M memo that you did not add the suspect to the suspect list nor investigated
them due to whatever reason.

Absentee Fisher/Other Improper
This sum-up is used in case of duplicate reports or if the suspect is already on the
suspect-list. Senior GMs will also use this sum-up in case they are asking for additional
information in regards to a call via the helpdesk function. If using this sum-up please note
in your 8M memo that you did not add the suspect to the suspect list nor investigated
them due to whatever reason.

Absentee Miner/Other Improper
This sum-up is used in case of duplicate reports or if the suspect is already on the
suspect-list. Senior GMs will also use this sum-up in case they are asking for additional
information in regards to a call via the helpdesk function. If using this sum-up please note
in your 8M memo that you did not add the suspect to the suspect list nor investigated
them due to whatever reason.

Absentee Caster/Other Improper
This sum-up is used in case of duplicate reports or if the suspect is already on the
suspect-list. Senior GMs will also use this sum-up in case they are asking for additional
information in regards to a call via the helpdesk function. If using this sum-up please note
in your 8M memo that you did not add the suspect to the suspect list nor investigated
them due to whatever reason.

Absentee Logger/Other Improper
This sum-up is used in case of duplicate reports or if the suspect is already on the
suspect-list. Senior GMs will also use this sum-up in case they are asking for additional
information in regards to a call via the helpdesk function. If using this sum-up please note
in your 8M memo that you did not add the suspect to the suspect list nor investigated
them due to whatever reason.

Absentee Crafter/Other Improper
This sum-up is used in case of duplicate reports or if the suspect is already on the
suspect-list. Senior GMs will also use this sum-up in case they are asking for additional
information in regards to a call via the helpdesk function. If using this sum-up please note
in your 8M memo that you did not add the suspect to the suspect list nor investigated
them due to whatever reason.

Absentee Hunter/Other Improper
This sum-up is used in case of duplicate reports or if the suspect is already on the
suspect-list. Senior GMs will also use this sum-up in case they are asking for additional
information in regards to a call via the helpdesk function. If using this sum-up please note
in your 8M memo that you did not add the suspect to the suspect list nor investigated
them due to whatever reason.

Exploit/Other Improper
This sum-up is used when a customer is reporting a perceived exploit in a mission, quest,
or any other part of the game when we do not submit a special report on it.

Delivery Box Congestion/Other Improper
This is used when customer's are complaining that goods are not being delivered.

Compromised Account/Other Improper
This sum-up is used when a customer is reporting that someone has hi-jacked their
account. These customers are usually escalated to the PlayOnline Information Center.

Trade Scam/Other Improper
This sum-up is used on every trade scam whether it's something we take action or not.
There is no Trade Scam/Other Proper sum-up so don't use it!
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MPKlOther Improper
This is used when a customer is reporting a case of Monster Player Kill and we are not
able to prove the suspect as guilty.

Item Loss/Other Improper
This sum-up is only used when the customer complaints that they lost some items.
Whether it is due to a death or due to a disconnection, the same sum-up is used

Experience loss/Other Improper
This sum-up is only used when the customer complaints that they lost some experience.
Whether it is due to a death or due to a disconnection, the same sum-up is used.

Skill loss/Other Improper
This sum-up is used when a caller wishes to report to us that there are some skill points
lost. Whether it be in crafting or magic this sum-up is used in either case

Harassment/Other Improper
This is used when a customer is reporting a case of harassment and we are not able to
prove the suspect as guilty. Only use this sum-up if a more accurate improper
harassment sum-up does not apply.

General Question/Other Improper
This sum-up is only used when there no more accurate sum-ups are available (For
instance Game play question, Policy Question, Question about suspended account ect... )

Game Play Question/Other Improper
This sum-up is used when the customer is asking for inside information in regards to
game play. (For instance: How much TP willi gain when using daggers?)

Policy Question/Other Improper
This sum-up is used when the customer is asking for policy specific information. (For
instance: Is it okay to hold monsters if I am waiting for my party to arrive to help kill
them?)

Auction House Mis-bid/Other Improper
This sum-up is used when the caller has accidentally mis-bid on an item due to whatever
reason

Auction House Latency/Other Improper
This is used when customer's are complaining that the proceeds from their auction house
sales are not being delivered.

Moogle Issues/Other Improper
This sum-up is used when customer's are seeing moogles in places you don't usually see
moogles at. For instance: "There is a moogle in S. Gustaberg".

Reimbursement/Other Improper
This sum-up is used when the customer is to be reimbursed an item for whatever reason.

Call for Friend/Other Improper
This is used for any call received from a third party not involved in the case being
reported. (Example: "My friend is stuck in the water below Kazham!")

Registration Issue/Other Improper
This sum-up is used if a customer is having trouble registering expansions. For instance
they're not able to travel to Kazham because they don't have the Zilart expansion
reg iste red.

Install Issue/Other Improper
This sum-up is used when the customer is not able to access certain areas or is
otherwise having problems due to missing installations.

File Corruption/Other Improper
This sum-up is used when the customer is not able to access certain areas or is
otherwise having problems due to corrupt files. (For instance the friendlist can become
corrupted and prevent you from adding new friends)

World Pass Information/Other Improper
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This is used for any inquires in regards to a world pass. (For instance" I was wondering if
you could give me a worldpass number to Bismarck)

Naming Filter/Other Improper
This sum-up is used for any issues in regards to the naming filter. (For
instance " I deleted my character Mogfiend and now I am not able to pick
that name. Can you remove the name from the naming filter please?)
Faulty Area Load/Other Improper
This sum-up is used when a customer petitions certain NPCs or intractable objects are
missing from the area. Reloading the area (re-zoning or re-Iogging) will fix this issue.

Bad Name/Other Improper
This is used instead of Harassment/Other improper in cases where customers are
attempting to report names violating the user agreement, but we deem as appropriate.
For example someone reports the name "Smallfoot" as offensive. It's not against the
policies so we would use Bad Name/Other Improper.

Linkshell Harassment/Other Improper
This is sum-up is used for issues involving harassment which GMs are not
going to get involved in because it is happening in the Linkshell chat.
Linkshell Question/Other Improper
This sum-up is used for any issue in regards to linkshell questions. (For
instance: I cannot purchase a lin ksh ell. What is wrong?)
Kill Stealing/Other Improper
This sum-up is used for customers who are reporting Kill Stealing. Kill stealing is not
against the rules unless it's done with the sole intention of harassment. The only way to
prove this is through chat records. If unable to prove the Kill stealing is done with the sole
intention of harassment use this sum-up.

Resource Stealing/Other Improper
This sum-up is used for customers who are reporting resource steali'lg (mining points,
logging points). Resource stealing is not against the rules unless it's done with the sole
intention of harassment. The only way to prove this is through chat records. If unable to
prove the resource stealing is done with the sole intention of harassment use this sum
up.

Comments and Suggestions/Other Improper
This sum-up is used for customers who wish to make comments or suggestions (For
instance: I love the new updates, keep up the good work.f)

Chat filters/Other Improper
This sum-up is used for customers who have questions or issues in regards to chat
filters. (For instance: I cannot filter out the ballista text!)

Zone Disruption/Other Improper
This sum-up is when a customer reports a zone disruption when there is not a more
specific sum-up to choose from.

Employment Question/Other Improper
This sum-up is used when asked about possible employment at SQUARE-EN IX.

Server Maintenance Questions/Other Improper
This sum-up is used when customers ask "How long are the servers down" and generally
any question in regards to maintenance.

NM not spawning/Other Improper
To be more specific than Bug Report/Other Improper, use this sum-up if a customer
reports that a NM is not spawning when the customer thinks it should be

Character Recovery/Other Improper
This sum-up is used in every case where a customer is attempting to receive a deleted
character restored.
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Friends Lists Issues/Other Improper
This sum-up is when a customer is having issues with their friend's list not
related to file corruption. (For instance: I am not able to see certain people
on my friends/ist even though I know they are on/ine)
NM claiming disputes/Other Improper
This sum-up is actually used for any monster dispute generally regarding "monster
holding", It doesn't necessarily have to be a NM, it could be a place holder for instance or
another highly desired monster. Use NM Claiming Dispute/Grief Tactics if GM action is
taken.

Request teleport/Other Improper
This sum-up is used whether a customer is not willing to take a death to get out of an
area or they're down right lost but still put in a "stuck" call. This happens a lot after avatar
battles if the customer left a warp scroll in the mog house. Since it's a rare item they're
not able to get more than one so after the battle is over they're left with a lot of monsters
to get through if they're not able to warp other wise. We are unable to assist with this.

GM Request/Other Improper
This sum-up is used when the caller is specifically attempting to see a GM through their
helpdesk call.

Jail Request/Other Improper
This sum-up is used when someone sends in a call with the sole intention of seeing jail.

Blacklist problems/Other Improper
This sum-up is used when the customer is having troubles blacklisting
another person for whatever reason.
Gil Farmer Questions/Reports/Other Improper
This is sum-up is used in regards to all calls reporting "gil sellers" when not specifically
trying to report Real money trade. For instance a call labeled "Redapple group are gil

sellers!"

Account Status/Other Improper
This sum-up is used when inquires about suspended or banned accounts are made.

Missions & Quests/Other Improper
This sum-up is only used when a customer is asking for assistance in a quest or mission.
If a customer is reporting a perceived anomaly with the mission or quest use the Bug
Report/Other Improper sum-up.

Missions & Quests /Other Improper
This sum-up is only used when a customer claims to be missing a key item was lost
preventing in progressing in the mission.

Missions & Quests /Other Improper
This sum-up is only used when a customer claims a NPC is not speaking with them when
it should be.

Missions & Quests /Other Improper
This sum-up is only used when a customer is requesting a mission or quest to be reset
for any reason.

Wish to change Race/Other Improper
This sum-up is used when a customer calls in to have their character's race changed.

Wish to change character appearance/Other Improper
This sum-up is used when a customer calls in to have their character's appearance
changed.

Wishes to change Name/Other Improper
This sum-up is used when a customer calls in to have their character's name changed.

Wishes to change world/Other Improper
This sum-up is used when a customer calls in to have their character's server changed.
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Transfer of Linkshell ownership/Other Improper
This is a very specific sum-up. It is only used when we are asked if it's possible to
transfer linkshell leadership or asked to actually transfer leadership.

False Harassment: Mild Language/Other Improper
This sum-up is used for cases which harassment is being reported but do require the
assistance of a GM due to mild language or slander.
(Example: You're a noobie and you suck as a white magef)

Conquest Update Questions/Other Improper
This sum-up is used when a customer is reporting possible issues or has questions in
regards to the conquest.

Player Resolved/Other Improper
This sum-up is used in any case which is resolved completely prior to GM arrival.

6.2 Proper Sum-ups
Harassment/Harassment
This sum-up is used when a GM can prove that harassment was committed and took
action on the violator.

MPKlMKP
This sum-up is used when a GM can prove that MPK was committed and took action.qn
the violator.

Bug Report/Bug Report
This sum-up is used when a customer is reporting a perceived bug in a mission, quest, or
any other part of the game when we do submit a special report on it.

Stuck(GM rescue)/Stuck(GM rescue)
This sum-up is used for customers who become stuck in in-game geometry, or have
fallen through in-game geometry. GMs are able to transfer the customer back onto
the indented game play area.

Improper Behavior/Other Proper
This sum-up is used in any case in which bots or cheats are being investigated or added
to the suspect list. This may also be used for validated real money trade cases.

Item LosslTime warplltem loss
This sum-up is only used when the customer complaints that they lost some items.
Whether it is due to a death or due to a disconnection, the same sum-up is used When a
special report is submitted on the matter use this sum-up

Skill LosslTime warplltem loss
This sum-up is only used when the customer complaints that they lost some skills.
Whether it is due to a death or due to a disconnection, the same sum-up is used When a
special report is submitted on the matter use this sum-up

Experience LosslTime Warplltem loss
This sum-up is only used when the customer complaints that they lost some experience.
Whether it is due to a death or due to a disconnection, the same sum-up is used When a
special report is submitted on the matter use this sum-up

Nonresponsive/Couldn't talk with caller, Abandoned
This sum-up is used when the customer is logged off at the time of contact or is
otherwise nonresponsive.

Kill Stealing/Grief Tactis
This sum-up is used for customers who are reporting Kill Stealing. Kill stealing is not
against the rules unless it's done with the sole intention of harassment. The only way to
prove this is through chat records. If able to prove the Kill stealing is done with the sole
intention of harassment use this sum-up.
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NM Claiming Disputes/Grief Tactics
This sum-up is actually used for any monster dispute generally regarding "monster
holding". It doesn't necessarily have to be a NM, it could be a place holder for instance or
another highly desired monster. Use proper version if 8M action was taken.

Resource Stealing/Grief Tactics
This sum-up is used for customers who are reporting resource stealing. Resource
stealing is not against the rules unless it's done with the sole intention of harassment.
The only way to prove this is through chat records. If able to prove the Kill stealing is
done with the sole intention of harassment use this sum-up.

7.0 In Game Policies
7.1 Trade Scam Policy
First of all we'll need to know what exactly is a trade scam
Per policy,
1. An act, in which a suspect tries to deceive another customer into thinking
that they will trade an item they both agree on. Instead the suspect switches out
the item with another item. An agreement must be available for us to prove this
through logs
2. An act, in which a suspect makes an agreement to send item(s)/gil (not just
limited to: trading with another character or the delivery service) in exchange
for other item(s)/gii, but never actually sends the item(s)/gil promised without a
legitimate reason. (Casino scam falls under this one) An agreement must be
available for us to prove this through logs.
3. An act, in which a suspect agreed to send item/gil (trading from another
character, delivery service etc) and requested item/gil to be traded first. The
customer did not send the promised item (or gil) even after receiving the
payment. An agreement must be available for us to prove this through logs.
4. Suspect intentionally decline to return borrowed item/(gil). An agreement
must be available for us to prove this through logs.
5. An act, in which a suspect promises to return borrowed item(s) or gil, but does
not return them intentionally. An agreement must be available for us to prove this
through logs.
How to judge if the offender is "Intentionally scamming"
- Customer has a history of committing fraud.
- 8M was able to confirm in the logs that this customer was trying to defraud
customers
(It may be necessary to check the suspect's action after the supposed fraud
took place)
- Suspect is ignoring all of victim's approach *1
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- There was a log of the suspect admitting to defrauding the victim, and the
suspect slandering the victim
- Suspect deleted the character after the fraud took place
- Suspect confesses
*1 = Though the suspect may have the victim in his blacklist, that should not have
any effect on the final decision.
Also check to make sure that the suspect is present and not AFK when the
victim tries to approach the suspect. This can be accomplished by checking to
see if the suspect is fighting, moving around in town, etc.
Information that needs to be gathered for investigation
The information that you need to gather is: The area(zone) , date and time of
the trade agreement, the name of the suspect, and what item (or how much gil)
was scammed. We will also need to know how the trade scam was committed.
(Through a direct trade or delivery box?)
You will need to tell the customer that upon gathering the above information
you will submit the case for an investigation and make no guarantees or mention
of any reimbursement. Let the customer know that investigation may take
several days. Remember, nowhere does it say we will be making
reimbursements.
(Example of initial information gathered and entered in Catbert section)

[Trade Scam] Donvito: ZBGG1428
Name of Scammer: Bebond
POL of Scam mer: BBGD5438
Name of player scammed: Donvito
POL of Player Scammed: ZBGG1428
World: 133
Zone in which the Trade Scam Happened: 241
Zone in which the Trade Agreement Happened: 241
Method of transfer of items or gil: Trade
Time the Trade Scam Happened, In PST if possible: 09:30 PST
Date of Trade Scam: 02/25/06 11 :02
Amount of Gil or Item(s) lost: 900 gil
Reason for the Trade: Bebond was advertising a casino game. Donvito traded
900 gil to Bebond to start the game. The rules of the game are posted in the logs.
Donvito reports that he rolled 87 which is a winning roll. GM checked the chat
logs and found that Donvito became upset after making a trade to Bebond.
Bebond also admits to scamming players.
**Bebond advertises his game, then we see Donvito get upset and Bebond
admits to Fraudulent Activity**
06/02/2602:55:44.023 W133Z241 >UN014546882 CHAR(Bebond 1)
POS[63301 -7500 -142158] Bebond's CASINO! Trade me your bet. If you roll
lower than your bet WIN DOUBLE GIL! Bet 200-900! On top of South AH.
06/02/2602:57:30.450 W133Z241 >UN014580645 CHAR(Donvito > Bebond)
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POS[128618 -6250 -136565] just give me my money back
06/02/2602:58: 15.786 W133Z241 >UN014580645 CHAR(Donvito > Bebond)
POS[74671 -6461 -104529] alright i am going to tell gm
06/02/2602:58:21.605 W133Z241 >UN014546882 CHAR(Bebond >
Legendarycandle) POS[74273 -6527 -104517] i scammed someone
06/02/2602:58:44.004 W133Z241 >UN014580645 CHAR(Donvito > Bebond)
POS[62586 -7500 -141931] give me my fukin money
**Evidence of trade 900 gil**
06/02/2602:56: 18.662 W133Z241 ok. RecvTradeReq(Donvito) UNO:33563
ACT780 -> Bebond
06/02/2602:56:24.087 W133Z241 ok. RecvTradeRes(Bebond) RES:O CNT:O
TRADE:Donvito
06/02/2602:56:30.476 W133Z241 ok. RecvTradeList(Donvito) 65535x900@0
POS:O TRADE:Bebond
06/02/2602:56:32.138 W133Z241 ok. RecvTradeRes(Donvito) RES:2 CNT:O
TRADE:Bebond
06/02/2602:56:33.597 W133Z241 ok.TbIChangeSet(Bebond) CAT:O
65535x900@2 TRAD E: Donvito
06/02/2602:56:33;597 W133Z241 ok.TbISubSet(Donvito) CATO 65535@0
SUB:900 (4289->3389) TRADE: Bebond
06/02/2602:56:33.597 W133Z241 SendTradeMake(Bebond) -> Donvito
06/02/2602:56:33.597 W133Z241 ok.Add(Bebond) INO:65535 ADD:900 (936
>1836)
06/02/2602:56:33.597 W133Z241 ok.TbIClear(Bebond) CATO 65535@2
06/02/2602:56:33.597 W133Z241 ok.RecvTradeRes(Bebond) RES:2 CNT: 1
TRAD E: Donvito
What we do with the suspect in jail.
*/ nterrogation
Transfer the suspect to jail and interrogate. Ask them what happened, check the
history on the Catbert.

Get the following information using the GM command.
-Item list (To see whether the suspect has item(s) or gil from the victim in his
inventory)
The command for this is //gm itemlist playername all (A file is attached to this e
mail explaining the itemlist)
-Delivery status (To see if victim's item(s) or gil is being transferred to another
character)
You can check delivery records through the chat log tool using "req" from the
classification drop down menu. This is how you can read the logs for now.
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**ITEMS SENT AT DELIVERY NPC**
Name(FFXIID),QUERY >(recepient) Player types in the recipients name
Name(FFXIID),SET[DELI #] X#(lnventory position) @1 >(recepient),i#(ltem
number) Player adds item to be deliveredl
Deli # = delivery box slot
Name(FFXIID),SEND[DELI #] >(recepient) i#(ltem number) @1 The item is sent
to recepient
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Name(FFXIID),confirm[DELI #] >(recepient) i#(ltern number) @1 ,SUCCESS It is
confirmed that item was received

"''''ITEMS RECEIVED IN DELIVERY BOX"''''
Name(FFXIID), RECV[POST #] Player opens delivery box and there is an item in
slot #
Name(FFXIID), rECV[POST #] >(name) i#(item number) @1 Item waiting for
pickup in slot # sent from (name)
Name(FFXIID),ACCEPT[POST #] «name) i#(item number) @1 Item waiting in
slot # is accepted
Name(FFXIID),GET[POST #] «name) i#(item number) @1 Item from slot # is
received
*These receive "req logs" are accompanied by ITEM logs which will tell you what
inventory slot delivery is received in(Tblchangeset)
-Also check the Catbert history to see if there are any possibilities that this
character is related to an organization
(Possibility of being related to RMT organization, etc. One way to determine this
would be to see if the item(s) or gil are being sent to a certain account. If that
account has a history of receiving conned gil from various characters, then there
is a possibility that they are doing this as an organization)
"'Removing items or gil from the suspect
Delete item(s) or gil gained obtained through fraud (ligm itemdel)
Return the item(s) or gil to the victim.
=>If the item is ex, then create that item on the customer. GM will not be sending
any items through the delivery system.
If the customer is logged out, then return the item when he logs in.
**This will be a very rare case since there aren't many ex items that can be sent
over delivery service.
"'Punishment Level
-Customer is willing to return the item(s) or gil to the victim
(First violation) -> Take the item(s) or gil away and issue a WARNING
(2nd violation and more) -> Take the item(s) or gil away and issue a 72PB
-Customer is not willing to return the item(s) or gil
->Take the item(s) or gil away and issue a 72PB
What should be written in the Catbert
-After determining that the act in question was a scam, include all evidence that
supports it. (Like logs, etc)
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We need to know what the trade agreement was and include logs.
We need prove the trade agreement was broken and include logs.
We need to know what path the items traveled and include logs
If we know the suspect still has the item in their inventory we should paste the
info the logs section to prove they still had the scammed item. (ligm itemlist
Playername all) (Attached in the e-mail is a file that explains the itemlist in more
detail)

**A easy way of pasting that type of info is using the "8M CONSOLE" in the
watch tool. Click on View then on 8M Console. Once you have the console open
choose the zone and world and process the command through that console.
When in the GM console you don't have to use the Ilgm part just make sure
you have the right world and zone and type itemlist playername all.
We also need to cross reference in the victims Catbert about any
reimbursements that were made. Just place a NOTE in the suspect's Catbert
saying "PlayerXXXX2342 reports PlayerYXCX2342 for taking item/gil and use
the item numbers. Then document your actions. Example: 8M gave item
(234234) back and made PLAYER XXXX2342 delete it.lVlake sure that's on both
the scammer's and victims Catbert.
-Suspect's side of story. If he confesses, include the log of him confessing.
-Summary of what was explained to the customer (the suspect).
-Log of taking the item or gil away, and the log of when the item is created.
Please include item name and item number.
-Log of when the item is returned to the victim (Character
name/time/location/trade log)
Fraud that needs to be handled differently
If an act of fraud affects the community in a large scale or if there are many
victims (about 10 or more customers), escalate the issue to OPR Manager and
above.
If it is decided that special action or reimbursements will be made, then Japan,
SEl, SEL, and SOE managers and above will discuss about the issue. Final
decision will be made by the OSM manager.

About Fraud that occurs between people of different languages.
Content:
For more information on how to handle fraud that occurs between customers of
different languages, please refer to Section 118 (*Check exact title).
The following procedure explains how a 8M will handle a "Fraud" case.
Response:
A GM who call understand both the suspect and victim's story will handle the
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issue. If the issue involves customers of a different language, then escalate the
issue based on the following:
*At the same time, register the customer into the suspect list.
Caller --> GM who answers the call
JP and EN customer --> ENNOC
JP and EU customer --> First check to see if the customer can speak English or
not
(Understands English) --> ENNOC will handle the issue
(Doesn't understand English) --> ENNOC and SOE bilingual will work on it
together using IRC
EN and EU customer --> SOE bilingual GM

Questions & Answers
Q: What do we do once we can determine that the suspect is related to a RMT organization?
A: A: If you can also confirm which RMT organization they belong to
through web sites, then please escalate the issue to ENNOC. Please
include the web site URL too. The ENNOC will then escalate the
information to the account admin and Franko.
Q: How do we delete items from someone's inventory?
A: Command for item deletion is:
Ilgm itemdel <player's name> cate <cate number> index <index number>

So if you want to delete item number 18166 on index 0 crate 21 in Ishery's inventory, then the
command would be:
Ilgm itemdel Ishery cate 0 index 21
Q: If the customer has prior trade scamming violations on their account, how will we judge the
proper level of punishment
A: If the offender sells the scammed item, then we will confiscate the
gil which the offender gained from the auction house. If this player
spends that money to buy item(s), then we will confiscate those items
too ONLY if we are able to confirm that the player used the gil which
he earned from scam to buy those items.
Q: How do we add an item to someone's inventory?
A: You can just make the item using the Ilgm itemmake itemnumber command
Q: Am I allowed to take back items through a trade if the scammer is willing to give them to me?
A: You can take the gillitems back through a trade, but never use the delivery system.
Q: How do I delete gil from someone's inventory, what is the exact command?
A: Command to remove gil:
Ilgm gmake <player's name> <minus amount of gil that needs to be confiscated>

If you want to remove 1,000,000 gil from player Ishery, then command would be:
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Ilgm gmake Ishery -1000000
*When you remove gil, no message appears stating that the gil have been removed. So please
be careful. Also be careful not to target anyone when you are using the command.
Q: How do I make a stack of items?
A: Ilgm nitemmake itemnumber amount (example Ilgm nitemmake 30012)
Q: How do I make an EX item in someone's inventory?
A: Command for item creation is:
Ilgm itemmake <item number>

If you want to create item Earth Crystal (4099) in Ishery's inventory, then command would be:

Ilgm itemmake Ishery 4099
*When you create items, no messC:1ge appears stating that the item was created. So please be
careful. Also be careful not to target anyone when you are using the command.
Q: Am I allowed to make none EX items in my own inventory and trade them to the victim?
A: Yes, you're allowed to do that. Use the Ilgm itemmake item number command for this
Q: What do I do if the victim is no longer online for me to give him his item back? Do we add him
to the suspect list or is there a way to add the item to his account while he's offline?
A: No. Instead we send the customer a message through the PlayOnline GM Console using the
message function from the user menu. We notify the individual to contact a GM and leave a
Catbert note in order to document we sent the message for the customer to contact us back.

Q: Will I be able to reimburse items that have been traded to various characters and mules?
A: If the scammed itemlgil were sent to another character on same
account, then that itemlgil will be confiscated.
Q: If a customer sells a scammed item on the auction house, how willi be able to trace this and
do we take the gil he got from the sale away from him? What if he already spent the gil?
A: If we're not able to trace the transaction we cannot take the gil away or make a
reimbursement. If the transaction can be tranced we will take the profits made from the scam and
possibly reimburse the profits to the scam victim.
Q: Would items or gil be removed from a the scammer's friend's account too?
A: The items would be removed but if there is no solid evidence of involvement in the actual scam
no action would be taken other than the item being taken away.
Q: If an account has two 72PB's for a trade scam, does that mean they'll be banned?
A: The account admin is in charge of all account tenminations it's totally up to them.
Q: Will we be able to use I.P. addresses in order to help in our investigation and find all guilty
parties?
A: Only under certain circumstances may we use I.P. addresses. Seek advice from a Senior or
Lead for specific cases.
Q: What about scammers that delete their character right after their scam and have already
transferred the items off to another account? Are we to take action on the person who gains the
items or are we limited to take action on the account with no characters? Can we delete or
reimburse the items that were transferred?
A: In regards to the character being under another account, it was
decided that those items will be confiscated and be returned. However,
unless there's solid evidence that they were accomplices, no
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punishment will be issued to the other account which the item/gil were sent to.
For example ...
Offender scams 80,000,000gil from player A. Offender then buys Kirin's
Osode from player B. If the offender has Kirin's Osode in his
inventory, that will be confiscated. 80,000,000 gil will be
confiscated from player B, but in return give Kirin's Osode back to player B.
If we can't find where the gil have went, then we will confiscate the gil he currently has. If the gil
was on their mules (meaning under same account), we will confiscate the gil from the mule. If the
player had used that money, then we will confiscate the items which he purchased ONLY if we
can confirm for sure that the player had used the scammed gil to buy those items.
Q: What action do we take once we confirm that a scammer has scammed several suspects at
once but not all of whom have submitted a GM report? Does this warrant additional punishment?
Are we reimbursing all people their items even if they do not call in about it?
A: Only players who have reported to the GM will be reimbursed. This is because unless they
make GM call, we cannot determine whether it was done within friends (perhaps roleplaying a
scam ordeal, I dunno) or not.
Q: We are only going to be making reimbursements for TRADE SCAMS right?
A: Yes.
Q: My customer is demanding a reimbursement. What do , tell him.
A: Just explain to him that there are no guarantees that he will receive any reimbursements.
Thank the customer for the call and move on.
Q: Are lotting disputes considered trade scams now?
A: GMs still do not involve themselves in lotting disputes.

Q: Would GMs confiscate gil from players, even if they didn't have enough? What if it was on
their mules? or sent to a friend? Spent it on items? Would the gil be removed from the friend's
account?
A: Firstly, making reimbursements is something ONLY Seniors will be doing The Senior GMs will
make sure that no items will be duplicated in the world due to a trade scam and will not be able to
reimburse items in all cases.
Q: Are we treating Casino's as a trade scam issue, since we can't see what was rolled?
A: Casino's are still considered trade scams. As a GM all you can do is let the customer know
that we will do our best to investigate the matter like you have been and make no promise of a
reimbursement. We do not have /random logs so we need to find evidence
Q: What do I do if I know the scammer is still scamming people while I make an escalation.
A: Once enough evidence is found we will be placing the suspect in PlayOnline Jail.
Q: Do the customers know we're going to be reimbursing for people that were scammed?
A: No, we have not made any sort of announcement that we even attempt to reimburse them
their scammed item. We did however make an announcement that the scammers will have the
scammed item or gil deleted from their inventory. It's important that you make no guarantees
to any reimbursements. Just let the customer know we will do our best to investigate the issue
and deal with it according to our policy.
Q: My customer said "I got scammed 3 weeks ago, please help!". What do I do?
A: Let your customer know to report these types of issues as soon as possible because with time
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it becomes harder and harder to investigate. Don't tell your customer that we only have the power
to pull 10 days back. Though that's true it may be exploited if known.
Q: My customer wants a reimbursement for XYZ.
A: We do not reimbursements for anything nor does it say anywhere we have to reimburse
anything. Just let these customers know that we can't reimburse them even though they know
their friend Jimmy got his item back from being scammed.
Q: Don't you know that people will be able to slip past us using different accounts? Don't you
realize just how many calls this will generate? Are you sure about this?
A: Yes, people will be able to evade at times, we know, we're sure. ><
Q: This scammer already has a warning, or 24 hour suspension on their account. What do I do?
A: This will depend on whether the customer is cooperative or not. If they are cooperative we
may give them a warning unless they've already had a warning for scamming specifically..
Q: My customer is telling me someone compromised their account and took all their items.
A: Refer these customers to the PlayOnline Information Center as you have been.
Q: My customer said "someone tried to trade scam me but did not succeed" in doing so.
A: Thank these customers for their call and give your Senior GM a heads up that the suspect
may need to be investigated further if you feel that they're attempting to scam people continually.
Q: Are lotting disputes considered trade scams now?
A: GMs still do not involve themselves in lotting disputes.
Q: I gave PLAYER-X GIL or Items to provide me with Services (Power level, grouping for quest
eeL.) they didn't do it, I want my money back.
A: This will not be handled as scam. Though it is an act breaking other player's trust and is
violating the Rules of Conduct, it will be handled as a normal violation rather than scam.

7.2 Monster Holding Policy

There have been cases where players have been holding monsters to upset
other players. The below is a guideline of how to address matters when a player
is holding a monster for a possible grief tactic. Please be aware that each
situation is unique. Not all case will be easily solved. The below, however, will
provide GMs with a resource to help enforce this new policy. If you are having
troubles, have questions or suggestions, please talk to a supervisor for
assistance.
What is our monster holding policy?
-If a player is reported for holding a monster for a long period of time, we now
can tell the player they have 5 minutes to kill the monster in question. This
includes gathering and buffing their Linkshell, alliance or party. However, be
sure that the person, who is petitioning to complain, has the force to take the
monster at that time also. We will not make someone give up the monster that
doesn't have the force to kill it, to someone else who doesn't have the force to kill
it.
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What monsters are included in this policy?
-All NMs
-Monsters who are needed for Quest/Missions
-Monsters who drop highly desired items or loot. Example would be Stroper
Chyme, Morion worm, Phantom Worm and others to be announced and
discussed.
-Monsters who are considered "Place Holders" for NMs.
What steps are to be taken towards these players?
-Use the Map Tool in the Watch Tool and discover if the player is Grouped. If
you need to know how to do this, please contact a Senior+ and it will be
explained.
-Greet the customer. Inform them that it has been reported that they may be in
violation of the Terms of Service Agreement for Grief Tactics. Explain to the
customer that they can no longer "hold" a NI\t1 or other highly desired monsters
for extended periods of time. Tell them that they will have five minutes from X
time to Kill the NM, gather the significant force to kill the NM or leave the
area. Explain that if, at the end of the five minutes, they have not done what the
Game Masters requests, they will be forcefully removed from the area and action
will be taken against the account. Stress to the customers that no "dirty tricks"
should be uses. For example, DO NOT call for help, DO NOT have your friends
claim the monster once you have released, DO NOT MPK with the monster,
etc. Let the customer ask their usual questions, and then give them the five
minutes.

-At the end of five minutes, if the customer has NOT killed the Monster, place
them into Jail. Issue a formal warning for "Engaging in actions that disrupt other players"
It should NOT be for refusing to obey a GM. You may wish to have another Game
Master assist and watch the disputed area/mob to make sure another friend,
linkshell member or party member does not instantly claim the monster and start
the same tactics. If the player has been reported for this behavior before, and a
warning was already placed, issue a 24 hour PB.
-If the player complies and killed monster, then place a NOTE upon their account
detai ling the incident.
-If a player states that they are merely holding the monster until their
Linkshell/Alliance arrives, explain to them that they still only have the 5
minutes. (Again, make sure to check the people complaining have the full force
to take down the monster and that they are assembled) If the player does not
leave the area, then please follow the procedure previously detailed.
What if a player is charming the highly desired monsters, like Stroper
Chyme?
-Explain to the customer that this is considered to be a Grief Tactic. Because
this is a monster drops an item that is in high demand, they must release the
claim and find a different monster to use as their pet.
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-If the player does not follow the directions, after 5 minutes, place them into jail
and issue the warning.
What if the customer calls for HELP at the end of the 5 minutes?
-If as the end of the five minutes, the customer thinks "If I cannot get the drop, no
one will" and calls for HELP, instantly place the player into a Jail. The NM should
turn back yellow in a short amount of time. Explain to the customer that they
were "engaging in
actions that disrupt other players", NOT that they didn't obey a GM, and issue the
warning.
-It is suggested to stress to the player BEFORE the end of five minutes, that they
should either Kill the monster or leave the area.
If a customer should ask "What T08 rule does this violate?" where can I
refer them?
-Refer the Player to the FINAL FANTASY XI main menu then click on the Rules
and Policies, then the Rules of Conduct. On page 2, is the list of Prohibited
Behavior. If they scroll through the list, they will see "Engaging in actions that
disrupt other players"

7.3 Real Money Trading
The sales or purchase of in-game tender is considered a violation of the user
agreement. The user agreement clearly states that the intellectuai property of
SQUARE-EN IX may not be sold, trader, or purchased by none licensed
individuals.
Real Money trade is a serious issue which SQUARE-EN IX is aware of. Real
Money Trade is a complex legal issue and those equipped to deal with the
problem are doing all they can.
GMs will only take action on Real Money Trade if the act occurs in-game by
unsolicited advertisement or direct admission to the GM. The action will vary
depending on the circumstances involved. Please speak with the Senior GM on
your shift to determine the appropriate level of punishment.

7.4 Naming Policy
Character names in Final Fantasy® XI and Tetra Master™ should follow the
policies below.
As a GM you are generally not asked to search for improper names but should
you have them petitioned, they will need to be dealt with.
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The following types of names are inappropriate.
a) Vile, Profane, sexist, rude, radical political leaders (Hitler) or racist names
including common swear words, anatomical references, racial slurs and
homonyms of these words. Drug references are also included in this
policy.
b) Combination of words that produce an offensive result as described in a)
c) Names chosen with the intent or possessed with the effect of harming the
reputation of or used to impersonate a Customer or representative of Final
Fantasy® XI (e.g. Sagesundi, Caedmon)
There are several exceptions when people use names which are famous from
history and in most cases these names are permitted. (Thor, Zeus)
The Lead GM will regularly search for names.
Should a name that violates these policies be reported by a player, report it to
your Lead GM. The Lead GM will then review the name in question and
determine if the name is in violation. If the name is deemed inappropriate, a GM
will contact the player and ask that the character be deleted if it seems like the
character hasn't been played that much by the user (Example would be all jobs
are low level, no craft skills, not many hours in the play time).
*Also Regarding Character Name Changes
A characters name is connected closely to the overaii structure of the world. A
characters name is their reputation and how others are aware of who are good
people and who are bad. Name changes are permitted only under certain
circumstances, but these will be very few and will require escalation to Lead
GM's before any action can be taken.
Exception - taking action on inappropriate name.
There are times when the name itself is not inappropriate at the time when the character was
made. However depending on a certain event that occurs through the course of time, that may
change. If some disaster occurs and the name becomes inappropriate, change the name of the
player rather than asking the player to delete the character. As mentioned above, report it to the
Lead 8M. (An example in this case would be something like, "Nineelevenkaboom")

7.5 Reimbursement Policy

a) Gil
Gil is the cash that players use as currency with merchants and other players.

·fr We do not reimburse Gil under any circumstances except in certain trade scam
cases.'tj
b) Deleted/Missing Player Characters
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Players can receive a one time restore of a deleted character.
c) Deleted items/Dropped items.
We do not reimburse dropped/deleted items under any circumstances.
d) Experience and Roll-backs.
Varying amounts of experience are gained by killing NPC's and are lost upon
death.
Experience will not be restored for any death caused by latency (a.k.a. "lag"),
Link-death or other forms of disconnection.
If there is a known server-wide player drop, we will not refund any items or
experience lost.
Roll-backs occur when players are disconnected from the server at a point
between saves. Upon logging back in, players are then reset to their most
recent save point, thus losing any items or experience gained beyond that
point. Any lost items, experience or ranks due to a reset to a previous save
will not be reimbursed.

e) Ranks
Ranks cannot, under any circumstances, be reset.
f)

NPC's/Corpses of NPC's.

Loot from a corpse will be granted at the time of death either to a
master looter "Quartermaster" where the items can be distributed at the time of
the disbandment of the party or by "lot" rolling. Players agree to the manner in
which loot will be distributed at the time of joining a party. CS representatives will
not interfere in any disputes in these systems.
g) Quests/Missions
We do not reimburse any items, experience or ranks gained by missions/quests.
h) Trades
Items traded to or sold to other players, pets or other NPC's, intentionally or
accidentally will not be reimbursed.
Trade scamming is not permitted. If you feel you were trade scarnmed, please
petition the help desk and a full enquiry will be established.
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i)

Account security.

Account security -whether it be password protection, running virus checks,
disabling file sharing or any other element of making sure accounts are not stolen
or compromised - is the responsibility of the account owner. GM's will not assist
in any such matters.
*Special circumstance only under Lead's consent
Under special circumstances,Lead GM may give permission to suspend the
account which has been compromised to stop further damage on the account.
However this will be rare since there is no way for the GMs to confirm if the
person on the other side of the screen is really the account holder.

If such petition does come in, please ask them to contact the Information Center.

7.6 The Ten GM Commandments

This summarizes the 10 articles that you must follow when providing player
support.

GMs must always refrain from giving any player an advantage over others. GMs may
never make any changes to characters' stats or abilities on any server, except to rectify
unexpected abnormalities in character data.

2. N(jjRlrHqr~iJ,ij(jdqijl~S$iil.#hqi#(iiJ.
A Lead or Senior GM must directly approve any item creation. Only Lead and Senior
GMs may exchange corrupted or bugged items with properly working items.

3. A(w~Y$J#iiye-ar~cJ?f4ot~ny~q#Cilit~R~ni
After speaking with the player, make sure to leave a record in the OSM database (also
known as catbert) if the issue seems to arise again or perhaps the issue may worsen in
the future. Even if GM does not confirm the player violating the rule, leave a record that
there was a report from another player regarding specific issue. Another GM who may
talk to this player in the future will refer to this information.

Please keep in mind that the GMs' actions are always being watched by the players.
Upon responding to the player, keep in mind to always stay positive and polite. No matter
how difficult a situation may become, we must listen and stay polite.
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If the situation becomes unreasonable or emotional, do not hesitate to escalate the issue
to the Lead or Senior GM on duty. Although it is important to close the petition with
responsibility. sometimes it is also necessary to escalate the issue before it becomes
overwhelming.

We may never threaten or attack any player under any circumstances, nor may we
ever use our GM powers to anyone's personal gain or loss. Exceptions are outlined in
the GM policies and require the permission of a Lead or Senior GM.

7.

Donotl11ovec1Jafikterswithout anyieasdrl.
GMs may only move the characters when they become stuck due to game geometry,
and are unable to free themselves. Transferring characters to jail is allowed only when
it is necessary, such as for investigation. These are the only exceptions to move the
characters.

GMs must never form permanent personal relationships with any player. Speaking
with the players about anything that does not involve the issue at hand will affect the
player's interaction with other players. While in the GM appearance, aside from
professional greetings, please try to focus on the issue at hand and try to avoid talking
about something else.
9.

$faYli)¢o#i.Jm~~
GMs are required to maintain their designated appearance at all times. Players must
be absolutely sure that they are speaking to a true GM. That is why it is important to
keep consistency with the GM appearance.

7

o.

ri6H6fifJ#lcl~iit1iJiJfi£odi~Clbioac:/6a:sts.
Do not make unauthorized broadcasts (server wide messages) for any reason. Do
not shout or use any public channels.

7.7 Policy on Suicide threats

When a suicide threat is reported, check the logs of the reported player.
Evaluate the intention and context of the threat.
Things such as, but not limited to:
"I have a gun to my head and am going to kill myself in real life", must be
reported to a supervisor immediately where the local authorities will be
contacted. All GM's must cease all correspondence with the customer
and allow the authorities to handle the issue. GMs must not discuss with
the customer or any third party any actions taken on their behalf.
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The following example:
"I am going to fall onto my sword if I fail to find the secret passage" should
be evaluated as normal and put into the correct context of role-playing.
Also upon speaking with the reported player, do not ever reaffirm the
player's will to commit suicide in anything you say. Take the issue
seriously, but because the GM is not a psychological counselor, it is not
necessary for the GM to cope with the problem and make the player
abandon the thoughts of suicide
If you are unsure of any threat, refer to a supervisor.

7.8 Bomb Threats
When someone's petition has the purpose of threatening terrorism
activities toward SQUARE ENIX or any public facility with violent
intentions, such as blasting or arsenal, do not treat it lightly. If the case
turns out to be clearly a joke, it is still considered a very serious issue. You
may tell the offender (if they admit -to joking) that it is not okay to say those
types of words even if it's a joke. As is the case with the suicide notice, the
GM is not asked to be a professional of criminal psychology or explosives;
it is not your position to judge whether the petition may be threatening or
not. You are to record the persons remark carefully and collect all the
information from him/her. Then report the issue to the Lead GM who will
then contact the police.

If there is a call regarding a bomb threat against a SQUARE ENI
acility,
Do not panic and cope with the situation calmly.
When a bomb warning is issued in the building in which you are present,
please give priority to evacuation. Then wait for orders from the Senior or
Lead GM after providing any necessary information to the police.

7.9 GM Commands
Within the GM Client, GM commands exist that common players cannot
access. This feature allows the GMs to be able to transfer a character,
change the running speed of a character, check the information of a
character, and more. With these GM commands, GMs can rescue stuck
players or respond to harassment or grief tactics. Although this function is
necessary in GM operations, using the function in an inappropriate matter
may result in negative influence within the game world. All GMs need to
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understand the function and purpose of using the GM commands. Please
be very careful when using the GM commands.

Use based on a policy.
Use of any GM commands must be in accordance to a GM policy.
Using GM commands to favor a player or for emotional reasons is
never allowed by any means.
Do not use any forbidden commands
Although you may have access to the forbidden GM commands,
there are some commands that you need permission from a Senior
or Lead GM to use. Also, if an incorrect command is used, it may
have some sort of effect on the server and cause negative influence
on a server. Keep these things in mind and always double-check
the command before you execute the GM command.
Always be careful to input the commands
Since GM commands are input through a chat window and then be
executed, you may say the GM command out loud or cause other
problems if you make an input mistake. Since many GM commands
require a player name to be used, mistyping a command (such as
uppercasellowercase mistakes) may have effects that do not show up or
may affect an unrelated character, so please pay careful attention and be
cautious when inputting GM commands.
Ilgm goto playername --goes to a player in the same zone: Ilgm goto Moonlite
Ilgm goto npc npcname -goes to an NPC in the same zone: Ilgm goto npc Mog
Ilgm wg player -goes to a player not in the same zone: Ilgm wg Moonlite
Ilgm goto actindex # -goes to a NPC or Object in zone: Ilgm goto actindex 35
Ilgm char actindex -brings up the list of NPCs and Objects with in the zone only
5 at a time.
Ilgm speed 1-2000 -GM run speed. Default is 40, Chocobo is 100: Ilgm speed
100
Ilgm hack -collisions off. Can go through objects, walls, etc.
Ilgm invis onloff -makes GM invisible
Ilgm ignore onloff -makes monsters ignore GMs.
Ilgm nodamage -makes it so GMs do not take damage.
Ilgm invul onloff -makes it so GMs do not take damage.
Ilgm gmake # --makes Gil.
Ilgm cinfo -gives us a PC's information.
Ilgm freeze <t> --on/off --freezes a PC targeted.
Ilgm posget <t> --gives coodlloc of players. Good to get before Jailing.
Ilgm jail# <t> -sends targeted PC to a specific jail number: Ilgm jail 4 <t>
Ilgm unjail <t> -moves a targeted PC from jail to their Home Point
Ilgm zmove zone# cood <t> --moves an unjailed PC to a specific loc: Ilgm zmove
zone 210 2105 <t>
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Iitransfer <t> --summons a targeted player to GM.
Ilgm showids -a Iwho in the zone. Wise to do before unhiding. Also shows
NPCs.
Ilgm kick <t> --will world kick the player you have targeted: Ilgm kick Moonlite
Ilgm squelch onloff -silences a player (Do not use without consulting with a
Senior G M ) ,
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7.10 GM Disciplinary Action Procedures

When a customer is to receive disciplinary action, the GM needs to send
the customer in question to one of the jail cells. You can do this using the
-119m jail 3 command, the number 3 represents which jail cell you're
sending the customer to. The GM should then warp to the customer and
become visible, addressing the customer with the offense that has brought
them there, as well as informing them of the action that is going to be
taken in regards to their account. The GM shouid inform the customer that
if violations are repeated a more serious action may be taken against their
account. We will also want to inform the customer that repeated violations
may result in the permanent termination of all their PlayOnline accounts,
as well as being restricted from future access to PlayOnline.
If a customer is to be suspended, they should be informed of what they
will need to do to be released from jail once their penalty time has been
served, that is the customer needs to contact the GMs using the
"Helpdesk". The customer needs to also be informed of exactly when their
suspension is over. The suspension timer starts to tick down at midnight
Pacific Time.
A Catbert entry must be made for the suspension and the information sent
to a senior GM or higher to have it go into effect. After notification has
been made that the account is suspended, the customer may be removed
using the 119m kick command.
Action should always be processed with the following escalation structure
in mind unless informed otherwise by a Senior GM or higher. The general
format for such actions should be as follows:
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Warning
24 PB
48 PB - only with Jason's approval. No one else may give approval
for a 48
72 PB
After a 72PB is issued, the account may be terminated, or given a last
chance warning. If a last chance warning has been given, the next offense
of that same type will result in termination of the account.
There are also multiple categories that disciplinary actions fall under, and
each is treated separately in terms of the hierarchy of action that needs to
be taken The categmies of action are as follows:
Grief Tactics
Trade Scam
Harassment
Cheat Programs
If a customer has been given a Warning for Grief Tactics, then were
caught performing a Trade Scam, they would not be given a 24 PB for the
violation, since it was the first offense for that particular category. They
would instead be given a Warning for Trade Scam. If they were then to be
caught again for Trade Scam, they would then receive a 24PB. You may
consult a Senior GM or higher if you see a customer with an extensive
history of violations and you believe additional disciplinary action may be
required.
Anytime disciplinary action is taken you must place a Catbert entry on the
account of the customer in question. If a Warning has been given to a
customer, the information must then be passed on to a senior GM or
higher, and they will send out an email warning as well to the customer. If
a customer is suspended, then an email should be sent to the appropriate
people according to the procedure described in the Catbert Entries
documentation.

7.11 Catbert Entries
If a player needs to have formal action taken against their account, this will
document a basic example of how the Catbert should be done. Also, this
document will also explain what you will need to do for suspensions.
Let say Bob reported Joe for harassment. After you do an investigation,
you find that Joe needs to have a suspension. This is how the Catbert on
Joe's account should look:
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"Bob (POL ABC01234) reported Joe (POL VVXYZ9876) for harassment.
The Game Master reviewed the logs of the conversation and found the
enclosed conversation. The Game Master deemed what was said worth a
24 hour PB due to previous history on Joe's account. The Game Master
placed the player into Jail 3 and spoke to the player about the pending
suspension. The Game Master then removed the player from the game."

After you place the catbert, email the acting Senior and asked them to
suspend the account. Once the account has been suspended, you will
need to send an email to the Supervisors with the suspension information.
This is the format:
Send an email to the Lead and Seniors. In the subject line you MUST put
this: [Suspension] POL 10; brief description. Let us use Joe as an
example again.
To: Jason Hartung, Walter Brame, Mani Berenji, Amy McCrary, Joe Tyler,
Franko Fonseca,
Subject: [Suspension' \NXYB9876
In the body of the email, just put "Please see catbert for further information"

8.0 GM Rules & Duties
The following GM rules & Duties is a supplement with the Official GM Manual.
Please be sure to review this document and follow along with the specified rules.
(yer.1.005 : 2005/03/31 edited: d-kwon)

8.1 GM in Standard Form
The GM has a fixed standard form.
Before starting your duties as a GM, remember to abide by the following
standards.
Appearance:
Male
Race: Hume Face Type: 5-A Size: M Job: Paladin Wi/,.. tr<C-,
Female
Race: Hume Face Type: 2-A Size: M Job: Paladin
( The face type for Male will be bald-headed, Female will be blonde with a ponytail. )
*When using a Female character, either 1) The staff controlling the character must be a 'lioman QR 2)
There must be a special reason 'lihy the staff controlling the character wishes to be a female GM

GM Level
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There are various levels to use certain GM commands. There are restrictions
in accordance to each level:
*You must get an approval from the management to raise a GM level
-SupportGM=Level 4
-AdvancedGM-=LeveI5
-SeniorGM=Level 5
-LeadGM=Level 6
GM Equipment
GM equipment will be worn at ALL times. Please remember not to be out of the
uniform! You can receive the GM equipment from the Advance GM or Senior
GM.
*For the AdvancelSenior GM:
Please make sure you have the GM dispose the first Judge Sword (which
should have 990) and recreate a new Judge Sword (0 should be 0) to the GM
(Item #17644).
Running Speed
GMs have the options to run at accelerated speeds, however when receiving
calls, REMEMBER to Run at the standard speed (ligm speed 40). In principle,
always keep a third-person view.
When you first log in after your character is created, make sure to type the
following commands:
lanon
= Your profile becomes anonymous
Ilgm invis on
= Your character becomes invisible
Ilgm invul on
= Your character will become invulnerable
Ilgm ignore on = Monsters will not pick fights with your character
When taking calls, GMs are usually in invis status. GM will use the Tell feature
to send messages to the petitioner.
Also when you first create your character, check whether your GM character
can login properly. Then try and confirm whether the GM commands are
functioning properly in Atomos server.

8.2 GM Stationed position
When the GM is not answering any petitions, GM should be in the Debug area
zone: z210. If your character is idle, please log out or stay in the Mog house
(limyroom).
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8.3 Any kind of GM private talk is prohibited

Within FFXI, using chat can be sometimes dangerous since you may send a
message to someone you did not intend to by accident. An example would be
accidentally telling a player to come to a restricted area (z21 0, etc.). Therefore
all private chats including Tell is strictly prohibited.

8.4 Jails have assigned Jail numbers. These are assigned by seating

*Jails are primarily used to send problematic players who need to be isolated
from the game environment.
Each Jail will have a Jail number assigned to every GM seat. Do not use Jail
numbers other than the one you are assigned unless you have given
permission.

8.5 Do not change your assigned POL-ID password without permission

If you lost your password, quickly report this to a SeniorGM. The password will
be changed.

8.6 Be aware of the Live Camera found in the Official PlayOnline website

There is a live camera which is set in particular areas. Don't be careless and be
caught on camera!

8.7 Use official terminology with the players

This includes SQUARE ENIX official terms. Remember not use improper terms!
Example:
No good: Bug
Good: Technical Issue
No good: Thx
Good: Thank you.
No good: 10 key
Good: Direction keys
... etc.
*Smileys, slang is also prohibited with GM chat.
Regarding proper terminology, please refer to the official PlayOnline manuals,
the online manual contents, etc.
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8.8 PlayOnline Navigator or other Content settings

Along with the GM duties, remember to abide by rules even outside the game.
*There will be penalties placed if rules are broken.
Always keep the Handle Name profile in Private settings.
->[Navigator]->[Handle name list]->[Edit Profile]-> Set all [Public] settings to
[Private]
(If there is no check within the check box, this is Private settings)

8.9 The Online status should always be in [Invisible] settings

->[Navigator]->[Online Status]->Check the [Invisible] mark.

8.10 rLets be friendsJ auto-reply should always be in OFF status.

Set as follows->[Navigator]->[Option]->[Global]->[Registration Acceptance
method]->[Auto Decline]

8.11 Registering as friends or sending messages to General users is
strictly prohibited

There will be no interaction of this kind between a GM client and a general
player.

8.12 Every FFXI GM character will have the same Handle name as the GM
name

Even if the Handle setting is set as private, and forgot the lanon setting in
game, the Handle name would display when using the feature: Navigator's
[Friend Search]->[Profile Search]

8.13 When Entering the Game lobby (Tables included) for PlayOnline or
Tetra Master Chats

Remember to set a password so general users are unable to enter. Also when
setting a chat room or handle name, remember not to reveal that this is related
to any GM activity. Remember to set a name so you won't be discovered. If
there is any reason to set the check as a Public setting, always inform the
Advance GM or Senior GM.
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If there are any questions or concerns, don't hesitate to consult with the
Sioenior GMs or Advanced GMs. Remember the Golden rule: If you have any
doubts. remember to ask!

9.0 Rules of Conduct
9.1 Enjoying FINAL FANTASY XI

Please make sure to follow all PlayOnline rules and regulations while playing
FINAL FANTASY XI (including those described in the service agreement and in
the Rules of Conduct section).
Please read this section thoroughly, as it details the rules of conduct that
players are expected to follow while playing FINAL FANTASY XI. These pages
and PlayOnline regulations are subject to frequent changes, so please make
sure to check them again from time to time.

9.2 Prohibited Conduct in FINAL FANTASY XI

Using FINAL FANTASY XI or PlayOnline for disruptive or harmful purposes is
strictly prohibited. This type of behavior is against the rules of both FINAL
FANTASY XI and PlayOnline. Users engaging in such behavior will be handled
in accordance with PlayOnline rules and regulations.
The following are examples of prohibited behavior in FINAL FANTASY XI. In
addition, please refer to the Rules of Conduct section of Service and Support
for examples of prohibited behavior in PlayOnline.
- Using another person's handle to impersonate them or deliberately mislead
other players
- Using another person's PlayOnline 10
- Stalking behavior
- Using language that is not appropriate for a public place
- Deliberately disrupting conversations, or dominating the log window, in order
to exclude others from chat
- Deliberately flooding the chat log window with say, shout, or tell messages
that are unrelated to game play
- Taking advantage of programming errors, such as bugs/exploits, for any
reason
- Using any programs not specified or provided by Square Enix
- Using third party equipment and/or programs for controlling in-game
characters without being physically present in front of the game terminal (i.e.
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using "bots").
- Using words considered to be offensive, or words that could mislead other
players (such as names of products, groups, or companies) for character
andlor linkshell names
- Ignoring the directions of any Game Master (GM)
- Engaging in fraudulent acts within the game
- Fraudulent acts, such as deliberately breaking a promise, deceiving other
players, or concluding an exchange unfairly, can destroy trust between players
and inhibit the healthy growth of the in-game community. Such acts are,
therefore, strictly prohibited. Players found to be engaging in such acts will be
penalized in accordance with the PlayOnline Member Agreement. In addition,
all records of those players in question will be thoroughly reviewed, and all
items and gil obtained through such acts will be confiscated. Harassment by
MPK, shadowing, etc.
. ,..j...,.,;'j-MPK (inducing monsters to attack other characters), unilateral shadowing,
:~t,':!'!,~;. ~,\' continually sending messages or items to the recipient, or deliberately
1!. obstructing other players is strictly prohibited.

9.3 Engaging in actions that disrupt other players
While play styles in FINAL FANTASY XI may differ amongst players, any
behavior that markedly disrupts other players is prohibited. When such
behavior is observed, a Game Master may order you to discontinue such
behavior. When this happens, please promptly obey these orders. The following
are a few examples of such behavior.
*Gridlocking
Crowding commonly visited places andlor blocking popular pathways for an
extended period of time in masses, or any such behavior that makes it too
difficult or impossible for other players to visit such places or go through such
pathways,
may
be
deemed
an
act
of
gridlocking.
Q Gridlocking

What is Gridlocking?
What
types
of

punishment

are

being

issued

for

this?

A: Gridlocking applies to when customers are blocking pathways on purpose
with the intention of disrupting other customers. Gridlocking also applies to all
areas.
Gridlocking should be a rare occurrence since not many playe' violation fit into
this category. Since Gridlocking is also considered a grief tactic, we were able
to take action on customers who fit into that category Gridlocking was included
in the Rules of Conduct so that it would be clear to the customers.
The punishment for Gridlocking should be Caution, but if the customer doesn't
follow GM's order and continues Gridlocking then a Warning should be issued.
I
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9.4 Monopolizing monsters and obstructing battles

Preventing other players from engaging in battle with certain monsters and/or
obstructing other players' battles with certain monsters is considered to be
disruptive behavior. For example, monopolizing notorious monsters, which are
popular targets amongst players, for extended periods of time is a clear
example of disruptive behavior towards other players.
*Preventing progress of missions and quests
Any action in addition to monopolizing certain monsters, occupying certain
areas, and/or possessing certain items for extended times that makes it too
difficult or impossible for other players to complete missions and/or quests is
considered to be disruptive behavior towards other players.
Q: Does this refer to the act of bringing a monster in front of someone so
when they use a target macro they attack the monster in front of them
inadvertently and end up dead? Is doing this against the rules?

Monopoly here means they're holding the monster.
Preventing

progress

missions

of

and

quests

Q: Does this mean if someone is in the same area for an extended period
of time camping is what we would refer to it as in the US? Can we can
punish them? What punishment? What about possessing certain items
for extended times which items and how long for.
This part of the rule was included not specifying anything. It only applies to
customers who are disrupting or interfering others that are trying to accomplish
their mission or quests. This also should be a rare occurrence. There is no
problem to camping. Camping is not a violation. The above issues were
handled as is from before. How we judge things and punish customers should
not be affected. The changes were included in the update so that it would be
clearer to customers that these are also considered violation.

Preventing Prohibited Conduct

There are several tools that you can use to prevent prohibited behavior before
the situation escalates.
- Using the Blacklist
Use the /blacklist command to designate players whose messages you wish to
ignore. This will block all say, shout, and tell messages from those specified
players.
- Using Kick
If you are in a group that is using a linkshell, you can remove a disruptive player
by using the Kick command. Only leaders and administrators have the ability to
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kick other players. The kicked player will not be able to communicate with the
group. A new linkpearl must be given to kicked players in order to get them
back into the group. Exercise caution when using this command.

9.5 Regarding Names

FINAL FANTASY XI prohibits the use of the following names in all occasions
where players can optionally decide names, such as handles, character names,
or linkshell names. If these names are used deliberately or negligently, you will
not be able to participate in gameplay until such names are deleted. In addition,
you may be penalized in accordance with PlayOnline policy.
- Names that defame people of a specific race, ethnic group, nation, religion,
gender, sexual orientation, physical characteristic, or other insular group
- Names that defame or attack a specific individual or group
- Antisocial or immoral names that risk being a bad influence on others
- Names associated with criminals or organizations that were involved in
socially signi'Acant issues
- Names for the purpose of sales, advertising, political activity, or propagation
that stray from the game
- Names that infringe on copyright or trademark laws, or that violate any law,
statute, regUlation, or ordinance
- Names that seem to be related to Square Enix personnel or names that risk
being misleading or misunderstood
- Any other names that are determined to be inappropriate by the GMs in their
sole discretion
*Included are all names that are homonymous, spelled differently, or which can
be determined as meaning the same as any of the above.
If a GM warns you that a name you are using for your handle, character, or
linkshell is inappropriate as determined by the GM in his or her sole discretion,
you must follow the GM's instructions and delete the name immediately.
Characters using names determined to be inappropriate by a GM may be
temporarily removed from gameplay and such characters cannot return to the
game until the inappropriate name is deleted.
FINAL FANTASY XI features a name generator that can automatically generate
a name for your character. All names provided by this feature comply with the
above restrictions. You can use this feature to choose a name for all of your
characters without needing to worry about violating these restrictions.
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9.6 Absentee Play

Absentee play, which is a prohibited act, is any situation where players use
third party equipment or programs to control characters' actions and do not
manually control the characters. Players should personally attend to the game
at all times while logged in as a character and should be ready to take control
of the character's actions at any time. Players will be held responsible for acts
by his or her character at all times and must stop his or her character from
acting while away from the game.
Please note that you may still make use of existing FINAL FANTASY XI
features that have been provided for the convenience of the player. For
example, the use of autorun while locked onto a target is not considered to be a
prohibited act. Stepping away from gameplay during bazaar is also all
acceptable act.
*If it appears that absentee play is taking place, a Game Master (GM) may take
such actions as sending a tell message or leaving a message at the help desk
for the character in question. If you receive one of these messages, please
respond as quickly as possible.
If there is no immediate response or the response is unrelated to the message
sent, it will be considered a violation of the PlayOnline Rules and the GM may
take the appropriate measures needed. To verify your presence, a GM may ask
you to perform specific actions or may forcibly move your character without
warning.
Absentee play can have many negative effects on the world of Vana'diel and is
strictly prohibited. We appreciate your cooperation and understanding
regarding this issue.

9.7 Before Making a GM Call

In FINAL FANTASY XI, you can search the Q&A database by selecting Help
Desk from the main menu. At the Q&A page, enter a word related to the
situation you are facing in order to search for a solution to your problem. If no
suitable Q&A results appear, feel free to call a GM. The purpose of GMs is to
resolve issues encountered during gameplay that cannot be averted or that are
prohibited by the PlayOnline policy. Please do not call a GM for issues that are
already announced or that are already addressed in the Q&A database.

9.8 Reporting Prohibited Conduct

If you encounter prohibited acts by other players and find that any players,
including yourself, are severely disrupted by such acts, particularly when such
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acts are clearly of a harassing nature towards you or other players, please
report them to a GM (Game Master) for assistance. However, you are not
required to report any PCs you suspect to be engaged in absentee play.
(Please exercise caution when reporting PCs you suspect to be engaged in
absentee play.) Inaccurate reports can hinder the ability of GMs to assist other
players, and may be considered to be a violation of regulations as well.

About Game Masters (GMs)

- About GMs
FINAL FANTASY XI game masters (GMs) assist players with problems
encountered in the game to try and ensure an enjoyable experience for
everyone. These staff members are also authorized to take disciplinary action
against players engaging in prohibited conduct. GM character names are
displayed in red and are accompanied by a special icon.
- When to Call a GM
You can call a GM for assistance in the following situations:
*Your character freezes in a certain location
. *Another player is harassing you
*You are victimized by acts that violate PlayOnline rules and policies
A GM's primary duty is to assist players who cannot proceed with the game
normally. To ensure a pleasant environment for everyone, it is also a GM's job
to stop harassment and prohibited acts.
Please remember that GMs are support staff and not gameplay counselors.
They can assist you with issues that prevent normal game progress, but they
cannot join your adventures or provide game hints that profit any particular
player. In addition, they cannot handle requests involving the game system,
such as changing a character's race, appearance, or name. If a character's
data or possessions seem questionable, a detailed investigation may be
conducted. Even in such cases, however, GMs will not handle character data or
possessions directly.
GMs will not moderate disputes between players. They will always maintain a
fair and impartial position towards all players. In cases of harassment or other
prohibited conduct, GMs will do their best to verify facts and take the
appropriate measures. However, in order to protect players' privacy, no details
of the investigations or findings will be disclosed to any player, including the
parties involved.
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9.10 Contacting a GM

If you encounter problems during gameplay that you think may require a GM's
assistance, select Help Desk from the main menu and see whether the issue is
covered in the Q&A section before contacting a GM. If you do not find a solution
in the Q&A, proceed to the next step in the Help Desk and select the issue with
which you are having trouble. The Help Desk has many answers for various
situations. If you still cannot find a solution to your problem, use the GM Call
feature to request a GM's assistance. Calling for a GM does not necessarily
mean that one will physically appear.
GMs will sometimes use tell messages to request more information or to
provide assistance, so please pay attention to your message log window once
you have called a GM. Although the GMs attempt to resolve issues as quickly
as possible, there may be times when they are dealing with multiple requests
and may be delayed in responding to your request.

9.11 GM Types

There are three types of GMs, each marked by one of the following icons:
*GM, SGM, and LGM. The following is an explanation of the different GM types
and icons:
GM (Game Master)
These are the people who handle gameplay problems and answer GM calls.
They help players who are stuck within the game, deal with harassment, and
handle violations of the user agreement.
Senior GM (Senior Game Master)
Senior GMs oversee the other GMs.
Lead GM (Lead Game Master)
Lead GMs are responsible for all GM activities. They are generally busy with
management issues, so players will rarely deal with them directly.
GM Call in the PlayOnline Viewer
PlayOnline has provided a GM Call feature in the PlayOnline Viewer separate
from the one within FINAL FANTASY XI. Their roles are distinct. If you can log
into the game, please use the FINAL FANTASY XI GM Call feature. Please use
the PlayOnline Viewer's GM Call for the following:
- If you cannot log into FINAL FANTASY XI
- If a specific character cannot log into FINAL FANTASY XI
- Questions regarding PlayOnline Viewer features
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- Questions regarding PlayOnline services that do not have a GM Call feature
- Questions regarding simple technical issues
For details regarding the use of GM Call in the PlayOnline Viewer, please refer
to the help documentation on PlayOnline.

9.12 Other Information

In emergency situations, a GM may request that all players who may be
affected by an error take specific action to resolve the error or to prevent
problems. Please comply with such requests as quickly as possible. Square
Enix will not be held responsible for any problems caused by a player's failure
to follow directions. These situations may include system maintenance
procedures that ensure the provision of service, so please stay alert for
unscheduled maintenance announcements.
©2002-2006 Square Enix Co., Ltd. All Rights Reserved.

10.0 Role playing/Nesting/Simulation
During training you will partake in roie-playing exercises where an established
GM will submit 'pretend' petitions for you to answer. You will also be required to
spend time observing an existing GM enabling you to ask questions and see
differing scenarios. We estimate that your training should take about a week.
Soft skills training will also be an area that you will be monitored.

11.0 Zone Lists

2 Carpenters' Landing

203 Cloister of Frost

3 Manaclipper

204 Fei'Yin

4 Bibiki Bay

205 Ifrit's Cauldron

5 Uleguerand Range

155

206 Qu'Bia Arena

6 Bearclaw Pinnacle

105 Batallia Downs

156

207 Cloister of Flames

7

ttohwa Chasm

106 North Gustaberg

157 Middle Delkfutt's Tower

208

8 Boneyard Gully

107 South Gustaberg

158 Upper Delkfutt's Tower

209 Cloister of Tremors
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uicksand Caves

Pso'Xja

108 Konschtat Highlands

159 lTemple of Uggalepih

210 Debug

10 IThe Shrouded Maw

109 Pashhow Marshlands

160 Den of Rancor

211 Cloister of Tides

11 Oldton Movalpolos

110 Rolanberry Fields

161 Castle Zvahl Baileys

212 Gustav Tunnel

12 Newton Movalpolos

111 Beaucedine Glacier

162 Castle Zvahl Keep

213 Labyrinth of Onzozo

13 Mine Shaft #2716

112 Xarcabard

163 Sacrificial Chamber

214

14 Hall of Transference

113 Cape Teriggan

164

215

15

114 Eastern Altepa Desert

165 IThrone Room

216

166 Ranguemont Pass

217

9

16 Promyvion - Holla

11115 West Sarutabaruta

17 Spire of Holla

116 East Sarutabaruta

167 Bostaunieux Oubliette

218

18 Promyvion - Dem

117 lTahrongi Canyon

168 Chamber of Oracles

219

19 Spire of Oem

118 Buburimu Peninsula

169 Toraimarai Canal

220 Ship bound for Selbina

20 Promyvion - Mea

119 Meriphataud Mountains

170 Full Moon Fountain

221 Ship bound for Mhaura

21 Spire of Mea

120 Sauromugue Champaign

171

222

22 Promyvion - Vahzl

121 rhe Sanctuary Zi'Tah

172 Zeruhn Mines

223 San d'Oria-Jeuno Airship

23 Spire of Vahzl

122 Ro'Maeve

173 Korroloka Tunnel

224 Bastok-Jeuno Airship

24 Lufaise Meadows

123 lYuhtunga Jungle

174 Kuftal Tunnel

225 Windurst-Jeuno Airship

25 Misareaux Coast

124 IYhoator Jungle

175

226 Kazham-Jeuno Airship

26 Tavnazian Safehold

125 Western Altepa Desert

176 Sea Serpent Grotto

227 Ship bound for Selbina

27 Phomiuna Aqueducts

126 Qufim Island

177 [ve'Lugannon Palace

228 Ship bound for Mhaura

28 Sacrarium

127 Behemoth's Dominion

178 The Shrine of Ru'Avitau

229

29 Riverne - Site #B01

128 Valley of Sorrows

179 Stellar Fulcrum

230 Southern San d'Oria

30 Riverne - Site #A01

129

180 La'Lofi Ampiheater

231 Northern San d'Oria

31 Monarch Linn

130 Ru'Aun Gardens

181 lThe Celestial Nexus

232 Port San d'Oria

32 Sealion's Den

131 Mordion Goal

182

233 Chateau d'Oraguille

132

183 IThe Last Stand

234 Bastok Mine

34 Grand Palace of Hu'Xzoi

133

184 Lower Delkfutt's Tower

235 Bastok Market

35 The Garden of Ru'Hmet

134 DynamisBeaucedine

185 DynamisSan d'Oria

236 Port Bastok

36 Empyreal Paradox

135 DynamisXarcabard

186 DynamisBastok

237 Metalworks

37 Ou'Hpat Obelisk

136

187 DynamisWindurst

238 Windurst Waters

38 Lower Promyvion

137

188 DynamisJeuno

239 Windurst Walls

39 DynamisValkurm

138

189

240 Port Windurst

40 DynamisBuburimu

139 Horlais Peak

190 King Ranperre's Tomb

241 Windurst Woods

33 AI'Taieu

1

140 Ghelsba Outpost

191 Dangruf Wadi

242 Heaven Tower

141 Fort Ghelsba

192 Inner Horutoto Ruins

243 Ru'Lude Gardens

142 Yughott Grotto

193 Ordelle's Caves

244 Upper Jeuno

143 Pal borough Mines

194 Outer Horutoto Ruins

245 Lower Jeuno

45

144 Waughroon Shrine

195 The Eldieme Necropolis

246 Port Jeuno

46

145 Giddeus

196 Gusgen Mines

247 Rabao

47

146 Balga's Dais

197 Crawler's Nest

248 Selbina

48

147 Beadeaux

198 Maze of Shakurami

249 Mhaura

49

148 Qulun Dome

199

250 Kazham

41

DynamisQufim

42 DynamisTavnazia
Diorama Abdhaljs Ghelsba
Diorama Abdhaljs 44
Purgonorgo
43
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